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Symbols and Abbreviations 
 

* Mint P Proof p, perf  perforated 
** Unmounted mint PR Presentation Pack wmk(d) watermark(ed)  
(*) Unused (no gum) PPC Picture Postcard BW Brusden-White  
O Used PS Postal Stationery  (The Australian 
^ Used on Piece R Reprint  Commonwealth 
A Albums/Accessories S Specimen  Specialists’ Catalogue) 
B Booklet c. circa SG Stanley Gibbons 
C Cover or Card imperf  imperforate BPA British Philatelic  
CTO Cancelled to order incl. including  Association 
E Essay inv. inverted RPSL Royal Philatelic Society 
F Forgery mss. manuscript  of London 
FDC First Day Cover o.g. original gum RPSV Royal Philatelic Society 

 
 

 

Welcome to our 63rd sale, which is an online auction only, comprising 600 lots offering a wide range of 
Australian and world-wide material.  

All Australian Colonies are represented. South Australia has several lots of ‘Postage & Revenue’ SPECIMEN 
stamps, including one sheet signed by Postmaster-General Charles Todd. Tasmania has some fine 
imperforate classics and covers and there is interesting postal history from the other Colonies, and 
collections of numeral cancellations from New South Wales and Victoria. 

Australian Commonwealth has a fine group of Kangaroos, with a strip of six of the 1d plate from Sheet D 
(Die 2), and an exceptional used collection of 1d plate varieties. There are also a range of cancelled-to-order 
stamps and SPECIMEN overprints. The George V Sideface issues include some useful groups of plate 
varieties, particularly in the 1½d Die I. Important individual lots are a complete sheet of 1½d Red Die I 
Electro 22, and a block of 73 punctured OS from the scarce 1½d Red Die II Plate 1a. 

There is a wide range of George VI issues, including remainder accumulations of most issues, plate numbers 
and printing varieties. Interesting lots are a 5/- Arms stamp on a ‘provisional’ publicity card, several years 
before these became a standard issue, and a part imperforate block of the 6½d green George VI. Amongst 
the Queen Elizabeth II is a 7/6d die proof that is not one of the presentation proofs. The decimal issues 
have further die proofs that have not been on the market previously, including the 1968 Macquarie 
Lighthouse, 1972 7c Prime Minsters (including one denominated 6c) and 1973 Famous Australians. 

A good group of Postal Stationery is highlighted by a selection of aerogrammes, which includes the 1962 
photogravure essay, and errors and a range of SPECIMEN and other overprints on decimal issues. 

From the Rest of the World there are a number of collection lots, with some fine George VI groups, and 
bulk lots of various Central American countries. Great Britain features some interesting postal history, 
Mauritius has some very attractive ‘Primitives’ and Perkins Bacon issues, and there is a good range of New 
Guinea including N.W.P.I. and Mandate issues. 

Best regards from, 

The Team at Millennium Philatelic Auctions. 
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Miscellaneous and General 
1 * 1935 Silver Jubilee of King George V printed pages in small spring back binder containing 

the omnibus set plus all Dominion and other Territories issues. All have been affixed by the 
upper part of their gum. Album with a few tone spots affecting a very few stamps. SG cat 
£1500 (250) $600 

2 * 1937 Coronation of King George VI printed pages in small spring back binder (cracked spine) 
containing the complete omnibus set plus all issues of the Dominions and other Territories. Album 
pages with a few minor tone spots not affecting adhesives. SG cat £200 (202) $80 

3 **/O Australian Territories: Collection arranged on hagners, with Christmas Island 1963-79 incomplete, 
Cocos (Keeling) Islands 1979-85 virtually complete, Nauru few earlier up to 1968, then 1976-85 
virtually complete, Norfolk Island 1977-86 virtually complete, Papua and New Guinea few pre-
decimal mint and used, then 1976-86 virtually complete. Largely superb MUH (1,039 stamps, 28 
M/S, 5 PO Packs) $220 

4 **/CTO New Zealand Dependencies: Collection on hagners, with Aitutaki few KGV, then 1972-79 most 
issues incl miniature sheets; Penrhyn 1973-79 incomplete incl miniature sheets, Tokelau Islands 
1948-85 apparently complete, all superb MUH (except Officials CTO), many thematic subjects. (394 
stamps + 40 M/S) $90 

5 A Accessories: Stanley Gibbons Watermark Detector (boxed), Lighthouse LU150 10x Magnifier. 
Lighthouse FDC2 Albums (x2, boxed), all as new, cost AU$300. Plus spring back album with 40 
quadrille leaves $120 

  Literature 

6 LIT The Royal Philatelic Collection by Sir John Wilson (Dropmore Press, 1953), the leather edition in 
slipcase. Some damage and splitting to slipcase, and spine slightly aged, contents fine $300 

7 LIT Australia - The 1927 Canberra Commemorative by Geoffrey Kellow (2011), 72 A4 pages in colour $60 

8 LIT Victoria - The Havelock-Foster's Postcard by Ray Kelly (2007), 34 pages in colour, the fascinating 
story of the Victoria's 1895 advertising postcard $40 

 

Australian Colonies 
New South Wales 

9 O 1850 Sydney Views 3d Yellowish-green on Yellowish Laid Paper, four good margins, somewhat 
heavy Sydney barred obliterator. SG 43d, cat £500 $200 

10 S*/(*) Small group of SPECIMEN overprints, comprising 1871-72 Wmk Crown over NSW (I) 1d and 4d 
Perf 13 x 10 and 6d Perf 13 with McCredie Type 4, and 9d on 10d with McCredie Type 3; 1876 
Wmk Crown over NSW (II) 1/- Perf 13 with McCredie Type 5 in red; 1888 Centennial 1d and 2d with 
McCredie Type 6; 1882-97 9d on 10d and 10d with McCredie Type 14. Centennials without gum, 
others part OG and generally fine for these (9) $200 

11 ** 1897 Hospital Charity 1/- Green and Brown block of 6 from lower right corner of sheet, MUH toned 
gum and some perf separation, but fine appearance. SG 280, cat £288 $150 

12 S* -: 1/- and 2/6d optd 'Specimen' in red, large part OG and fine apart from small thin on 1/-. SG 280-
281s, cat £275 (2) $180T 

13 **/* 1907 Watermark Crown over Double-lined A (inverted) emergency printing 2d Blue block of 4 
from the top right corner of the left pane showing '1905' monogram, mounted in selvedge only. 
Inverted watermarks comprised only one-third of the printing, so marginal monograms are scarce. 
BW N19z (2004), cat AU$150+ $40 

14 PS Postal Stationery: 1d + 1d Lilac Centennial doubleton stamped-to-order envelope, reverse with 
advertisement for John Robertson & Son Fine Old Scotch Whisky, posthumously used from Sydney 
to Newcastle in 1930. Small fault in lower left corner, otherwise fine $80T 

  Postal History 

15 C 1863 (19 Oct) cover from Sydney to Langholm, Scotland, franked 6d Diadem and 2d De La Rue 
pair cancelled Sydney duplex, backstamped Carlisle transit cds and Langholm arrival cds (DE 15 
63). Short tear in base of envelope, otherwise a fine example of the 10d via Marseilles rate $100T 

Lots with a “T” after the estimate are subject to a GST Charge of 10% on 
the Hammer Price. Overseas purchasers are exempt from paying this charge. 
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  New South Wales - Postal History (contd.) 

16 C 1875 (20 Oct) cover from Gundagai to Paterson, New Jersey, with 1871-84 6d Lilac tied by '46' rays 
type numeral, and with 30mm 'PAID ALL' circular handstamp in red. Gundagai despatch and 
Sydney transit cds on reverse, and 'SAN FRANCISCO/PAID ALL' transit cds in red on face. Few 
tears at top of envelope and with flap defect $120T 

17 C 1889 (27 Jul) mourning cover to New York with 2d Emu (3) tied by Murrurundi '69' duplexes, and 
with 30mm 'PAID ALL' handstamp in violet. New York arrival ds on reverse, small flap defects 
otherwise fine $120T 

18 C 1891 (23 Feb) cover from Sydney to New York with 2d Emu strip of 3 tied by Sydney duplex, and by 
30mm 'PAID ALL' in circle in black, and with New York arrival bs (MAR 24 91), fine. The postal 
treaty provided that the 'PAID ALL' handstamp was to be applied in red, and this cover is one of 
only about four examples recorded in black $120T 

19 C 1891 (11 Aug) cover to St. Louis, Missouri, with 6d Carmine Centennial tied by Sydney duplex, and 
with 30mm circular 'PAID ALL' handstamp unusually in black (about four recorded), with 'SAN 
FRANCISCO/PAID ALL' cds and 'ST. LOUIS & Co. BLUFFS R.P.O.' double circle ds in violet on 
reverse. Slightly soiled, otherwise fine $120T 

20 C 1893 (20 Jan) cover with Tasmanian 2d Sideface (damaged) tied by Hobart duplex, addressed to 
Launceston, then crossed through and endorsed with 'Try Hobart' and 'Sydney G.P.O.', and with 
handstruck Sydney 'ADVERTISED/UNCLAIMED' added. Backstamped at Launceston (JA 21 93), 
Hobart (JA 23 93), Sydney (JA 27 93) and double oval DEAD LETTER OFFICE/TASMANIA' ds (31 
Jul 93) in blue. Minor soiling, otherwise fine $40T 

21 PPC/O Sydney Numbered Machines: 1d Shield pair with '1' continuous line machine, single with '2' 
machine, and single used on picture postcard with '1' machine cancel dated 1907 (few marks). 
Rated RRRR (for '1') and RRR (for '2') by Freeman $60 

22 O Numeral Cancellations: Collection in stockbook of Nos 1-100 with some duplication, incl different 
types, plus some higher numbers. There are a number of scarcer ratings incl '29' Type 3R15 on 1d 
postage due (RRRR), '61' Type 2R20 on 1d DLR pair (RRR) plus a few likely misidentifications. 
Later numbers incl '855' (RRR), '1250' (RRR), '1471' (RRR), '1858' (RRRR), '1924' (RRRR), '1947' 
(RRR). Generally good to fine strikes (approx 350 stamps) $250 

23 O -: '114' Type 2R21 of Tambaroora on 2d Diadem Perf 12, rated RRRR, very fine strike $90 

24 O -: '1148' (Bourke Street Redfern) double strike of 1d De La Rue, rated RRRR $90 
 

Queensland 

25 */(*) Group of high value Engraved Chalons, with 1882-95 10/- Brown and £1 Deep Green (2) on 
Beer duty paper (SG 160-161), 10/- Brown and £1 Deep Green Thin Paper (SG 164-165), 1905-06 
£1 Deep Green Perf 12 (SG 274), and 1907-11 Wmk Crown over A 5/- Rose (SG 310). Most with 
part OG, faults with some but high cat value (7) $350 

26 CIN Local Stamps: City & Suburban Parcel Delivery Bryce Ld. 1948 Rouletted with black Control Nos 
6d blue, damaged at lower right and with some rust spotting, scarce $50 

27 C Postal History: 1882 (6 Mar) and (19 Mar) covers with contents from Brisbane to the same 
addressee in New York, via San Francisco and franked 1879-81 2d pair and singles (2), or 2d pairs 
(2) and single and 6d respectively, representing the 8d single and 1/4d double rates. Both covers 
with 25mm circular 'PAID/ALL' handstamps, and with New York Paid All arrival ds on reverse. 
Peripheral staining and tears on both, though a scarce pair (2 covers) $100T 

 

South Australia 

28 S/* 1886-96 'POSTAGE & REVENUE' 2/6d to £20 complete set overprinted SPECIMEN (18½mm), 
all Perf 10 and Watermark Upright except £3 (wmk Sideways) and £5 (perf 11½-12½), mostly 
part OG and some with adhesions from previous mounting. Few minor faults, 50/- with 
crease, and £5 thinned at top, however a rare set (13) $2900 

29 S/* -: Perf 10 10/-, 15/-, £1, £2, 50/-, £15 and £20 overprinted SPECIMEN (15mm), the complete set 
with this perforation, part OG and showing typical gum loss or adhesions from previous 
mounting. All rated R3 (less than 30 known). A fine set in above-average quality for these (7) $1200 

30 S/* -: £5 Brown Perf 11½-12½ overprinted SPECIMEN (15mm), small thins at top, with large part OG $120 
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  South Australia (contd.) 

31 S 1891 Presentation Sheet with imprint '100 - 18-6-91' and bearing mounted 1886-96 'POSTAGE 
& REVENUE' 2/6d to £20 (2/6d, 10/-, 15/-, £1, £2, 50/-, £15, £20 Perf 10; 5/-, £3, £4, £5 Grey, £10 
Perf 11½-12½) overprinted SPECIMEN (15mm, except 2/6d 18½mm), plus 3d and 6d 
overprinted SPECIMEN (12½mm) and 2½d on 4d and 5d on 6d overprinted SPECIMEN 
(18½mm). The sheet is signed at the lower right 'C Todd/PMG & ST' (Charles Todd, 
Postmaster-General and Superintendent of Telegraphs) and dated in manuscript '22.2.92'. 
This sheet was absent from the Ed Williams and Bill McCredie collections. The 2/6d Perf 10 
is not known with the 15mm overprint, and the £5 Brown was not issued until 1896. Light 
vertical crease affecting three stamps, but a very rare and possibly unique sheet $3800 

  Postal History 

32 C 1843 (30 May) entire from Adelaide to London endorsed 'pr "Emma" via Hobart Town', rated '6' in 
red for paid ship letter, and '8' on arrival. Fine, almost complete strike of crowned oval 'GENERAL 
POST OFFICE/ADELAIDE' ds across back fold, and with 'SHIP LETTER' and London arrival cds 
(14OC14 1843) in red on reverse. Few minor faults, including internal tear in letter, however a fine 
example of this scarce Adelaide marking $250T 

33 C 1880 (1 Oct) incoming cover from London to Norwood endorsed 'Per Orient Line via Plymouth', 
franked 1873-80 6d Grey Plate 17 with wing margin lettered 'BE', tied London duplex and with 
G.P.O. Adelaide transit cds on face, and Norwood arrival cds on reverse, fine $60T 

34 C 1886 (31 Aug) envelope from Port Adelaide to Alberton with 1876-1904 1d perf 10 tied by Port 
Adelaide squared circle ds, Alberton arrival cds on reverse. Fine apart from a couple of insignificant 
stains, and good example of the unsealed printed matter rate $70T 

35 C 1887 (5 Jan) incoming cover from Glasgow to Adelaide franked 1883-84 6d Dull Green lettered 
'DG' and tied by Glasgow duplex. Back flap faults, otherwise fine $50T 

36 PPC 1902 (14 Feb) picture postcard showing arrival of mail steamer from England and flag atop the 
G.P.O. tower announcing arrival, sent to Bool Lagoon, with 1d cancelled Adelaide cds. Message 
written in German, with 'German' substituted for 'English' in caption. Vertical crease, otherwise fine 
and attractive $50T 

37 O Northern Territory: 1905-11 1d Rosine block of 8 cancelled by three strikes of 'DARWIN 
N.T./AUSTRALIA' cds, 21 DE 12, very fine and an unusual multiple $70T 

 

Tasmania 

38 ^ 1853 Locally Printed 1d Blue Early Impression on Soft Medium Paper, horizontal pair 
(touched at left) on small piece tied by '60' numeral of Launceston, and additionally by 
Hobart lozenge arrival ds in red dated 8 FEB 1854. Fine and rare. SG 2, cat £3000 $3200T 

39 ^ -: 4d Orange Plate II worn impression with triangular punch hole, on piece tied by '48' 
numeral and with boxed 'CAMP TOWN/18 May 55' alongside. The 'Prisoner's' triangular 
punch hole is believed to be a form of control used by a settler at Campbell Town, known on 
letters addressed to government officials or solicitors. Other than this piece, only three 
covers have been recorded. A rare and important piece $1750T 

40 O -: 4d Dull Orange Plate II, clear margins all round, small thin in top margin, cancelled '64' numeral. 
SG 11, cat £375 $200 

41 R -: 1889 Reprints from Defaced Plates 4d Plate I in Black on Thin card sheet of 24, some 
reinforcing of edges of plate sinkage on reverse to prevent splitting, otherwise very fine and 
scarce as a complete sheet $800T 

42 R -: Reprints from Defaced Plates 1889 4d Yellow-brown Plate II on Thin Card sheet of 24, very 
fine and scarce as a complete sheet $800T 

43 O 1855-67 Range of Imperforate issues on leaves, with 1855 Watermark Large Star 1d (close to 
just touched and with thins at base), 2d Deep Green and 4d Deep Blue (fine), and 4d Blue 
(close to touched at upper right); 1856-57 No Watermark 1d (touched at top right), 2d (2, one 
cut into at top, other clear margins but central thin), 4d shades (4, all touched in places) and 
1d pelure paper (close but clear margins); 1858-67 6d Chalon used selection with London 
prints (4), and 1860-67 shades (7, including Reddish-violet touched at left). SG cat £6700+ 
(24) $550T 

44 P 1855 Perkins Bacon 1d Plate Proof in Carmine on Unwatermarked Thick Paper, margins all 
round, with reduced diagonal manuscript pen line. Ceremuga Certificate (2004) mentions a defect 
at upper left which is not apparent $160T 

45 P -: 2d Plate Proof in Black on wove paper, vertical block of 6 from top of sheet, one unit 
touched at right and otherwise fine $650T 
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  Tasmania (contd.) 

46 * 1855 Watermark Large Star 4d Blue, part original gum with close to large margins all round, 
short scissor cut in lower left margin not impinging on design, good colour and very fine. 
With 1995 Brandon Certificate. SG 18, cat £5500 $2200T 

47 O -: 4d Blue horizontal block of 6 cancelled '48' numerals of Hobart, large margins to cut into in 
places and with scissor cut in lower left of fourth unit. Scarce, and one of only three 
recorded blocks of 6. SG 18, cat £780+ $1100T 

48 O 1856-57 No Watermark 1d Deep Red-brown on Pelure Paper horizontal pair cancelled '64' 
numerals of Hobart, close to good margins all round, and the right-hand unit showing 
portions of two double-lined letters of the papermaker's watermark. With RPSL (1973) and 
Brandon (2003) Certificates. Scarce multiple, with very few examples of the papermaker's 
watermark being recorded. SG 24, cat £1500++ $1400T 

49 * 1857-69 Watermark Double-lined Numerals Imperf 4d Blue, part OG with small to good margins 
all round, good colour and very fine. SG 37, cat £350 $300 

50 P 1858 6d and 1/- Perkins Bacon Plate Proofs in black on wove paper, each in a horizontal pair, 
very fine except 6d just touched at right (4) $325T 

51 P 1858 Perkins Bacon 6d Lilac Plate Proof on Watermark Large Star paper, block of 4 unused 
without gum and with the usual creases from the only sheet found, very scarce. With 1965 
RPSL Certificate. See footnote after SG 128, cat £3000 $850T 

52 O -: 1/- Vermilion horizontal pair margins with three sides and just cut into at top, lightly cancelled. SG 
41, cat £150 $50 

53 C 1870-71 Sidefaces 1d Rose-red Wmk '10' and 2d Yellow-green Wmk '2' on cover to Carlton 
(Vic), apparently posted shipside and adhesive cancelled with the Melbourne '1' killer on 
arrival. 1d with additional row of perforations at foot, with Melbourne and Carlton 
backstamps of OC 20 70. Slight soiling but an important cover, being the earliest recorded 
use of the Sideface issue $1500T 

54 P -: 4d Die Proof in Black (scuff marks at base) mounted in sunken frame (38 x 32mm) as used by De 
La Rue for exhibition purposes $200T 

55 * -: 4d Blue Perf 12, small part original gum and with a few tiny black flecks on surface. A 'large' 
example with portion of stamp at right showing, fine and rare. SG 130, cat £1200 $400T 

56 ^ -: 4d Blue Perf 12 tied on small piece by Hobart duplex of OC 10 71. Fine, a very rare dated 
example of this stamp from the official period of use. No cover is recorded bearing this 
stamp. SG 130, cat £475 $800T 

57 P -: 10d Die Proof in black (scuff marks at base) mounted in sunken frame (38 x 32mm) as used by 
De La Rue for exhibition purposes $200T 

58 * 1880-91 Watermark Tas Perf 12 4d Chrome-yellow Sideface horizontal pair error 'Printed 
Both Sides', large part original gum and very fine, with 2001 Brandon Certificate. SG 166ab, 
cat £3000 $1300T 

59 P 1886 Unissued De La Rue Cyprus Keyplate with 'TASMANIA/POSTAGE & REVENUE/TWO 
SHILLING/AND SIXPENCE' overprint, horizontal pair from top of sheet with marginal Plate 
No. 2, mounted in selvedge with stamps full original gum. Very fine, and one of very few 
plate number pieces extant $850T 

60 R 1889-91 Surcharges - 1901 Reprints for Federal Presentation Set with Imperforate on Ungummed 
White Card ½d on 1d blocks of 6 (2, one surcharge misplaced), and interpane strip of 6 (three 
surcharge misplaced); Perf 11½ on Gummed White Card ½d on 1d block of 12 and single, and 2½d 
on 9d interpane block of 8 in Pale Blue, and block of 12 in Deep Blue, all very fine (51) $180T 

61 R -: ½d on 1d Scarlet Reprint blocks of 12 on thin card from bottom left and top right corners of sheet 
with Plate No. '1' (latter block with corner piece missing well away from stamps), being imperforate 
remainders of the 1901 reprint made for the Federal Presentation Set (24) $180T 

62 ^ 1892-99 Tablet £1 Green and Yellow used on small piece with 6d, 1/-, 2/6 and 5/- Tablets and 
1889-91 2½d on 9d surcharge cancelled by duplexes, fine and a very scarce usage of the top value $450T 

63 C Frank Stamps: Small group with 1883 (22 Sep) cover with 'THE TREASURY' Frank Stamp used 
from Hobart to Forth, vertical fold, otherwise fine, and the earliest recorded example of a Tasmanian 
Frank, the system commencing just six weeks prior (ex Karman); 1887 (13 Jul) and 1888 (7 aug) 
matching pair of covers with 'THE TREASURER' Frank Stamp in black used from Hobart to 
Launceston, both with straight line 'REGISTERED' (in worn and recut states respectively) the first 
roughly opened with small portion of back missing; and c1901 cover with 'HQ DEFENCE FORCES' 
Frank Stamp in bright green, some peripheral toning but a scarce user (4 covers) $300T 
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  Tasmania - Postal History 

64 C 1824 (24 Oct) entire from Launceston to Oyster Bay with reasonable strike of 29mm circular 
'LAUNCESTON' and endorsed 'To the care of G.(?) Champion & Co. Hobart Town', very fine 
and a good example of this important marking $1500T 

65 C 1840 (11 Jul) inwards entire from Tamworth, England to Hobart Town with London Paid and 
Ship Letter transit datestamps, rated '1/-' for ship letter rate, and backstamped boxed 'SHIP 
LETTER' datestamp (25 NO 25/1840) at Hobart. Rated '8'(d) in black for 4d inwards ship letter 
charge and 4d inland postage for 22 miles to Richmond. Subsequently redirected to 
Melbourne, receiving the Hobart 'PAID' semi-circle dated 29DE29/1840, and rated '8'(d) in red 
for return postage to Hobart and 4d ship letter rate to Melbourne (arrival backstamp JA 
6/1841). The latest recorded date of the Hobart 'PAID' marking in black (after 1840 always 
struck in red). Very fine other than for minor peripheral wear $500T 

66 C Small group of official mail, with 1853 (4 Jan) outer headed 'On Public Service Only' used locally 
at Brighton, with the signature of J.W. Forster, Brighton Police, and the only recorded example of 
official mail used as a drop letter in a country village; 1856 (28 Apr) outer to Hobart endorsed 
'Longford/28/4/56' and with Hobart circular crowned 'FREE' ds in red (repaired tear at top); 1857 (22 
Oct) outer to Hobart with Launceston diamond crowned 'FREE' and Hobart circular crowned 'FREE' 
ds in red; and 1867 (26 Sep) local Launceston entire and 1875 (6 Aug) folded Police Rate letter 
from Torquay to Campbell Town via Launceston, both with diamond crowned 'FREE' ds in red. 
Generally fine (5 covers) $300T 

67 C 1854 (10 Aug) entire endorsed 'per Pirate' from Launceston to Sydney without Tasmanian markings 
so apparently carried by hand and placed in the mails on arrival, with handstruck '3' inwards ship 
letter charge and 'SHIP LETTER/SYDNEY' arrival backstamp (AU 14 1854), very fine $60T 

68 C 1855 (14 Sep) outer from Launceston to Hobart with Watermark Large Star 4d Deep Blue (good to 
large margins all round) tied by '60' numeral, with diamond 'PRE-PAID' despatch ds in red, and 
lozenge 'PRE-PAID' arrival ds in red also tying adhesive. Filing folds, otherwise very fine. Ex Sato 
and an early usage $420T 

69 C 1855 (25 Oct) small envelope (106 x 65mm) to Norfolk Plains franked with 4d Blue Watermark 
Large Star (close to good margins all round, slight stain at lower left) cancelled manuscript '57' and 
with manuscript post office endorsement 'Westbury/Oct25'. Attractive, with RPSL Certificate (2014) $350T 

70 C 1855 (21 Nov) outer to Hobart with 4d Deep Blue Watermark Large Star (touched at foot, good to 
large margins other sides) tied by crisp strike of Launceston '60' numeral, with diamond 'PRE-PAID' 
despatch ds, and lozenge 'PRE-PAID' arrival ds, both in red. Light vertical and horizontal filing folds, 
otherwise very fine and attractive $220T 

71 C 'Votes and Proceedings of The Legislative Council' Nos 1-31 (7 Sep - 28 Oct 1858), the 
reverse of the final page being used as the outer wrapper for addressing from Hobart to 
Launceston. Franked with 1858 1/- pair (somewhat oxidised) tied by '61' Barred Numeral, 
with 'PRE-PAID/9OC29/1858' cds in red, and boxed 'PRE-PAID' arrival ds in red for the 
following day. The 2/- franking represents 4 x 6d per 4 oz. printed matter rate. The lot 
includes the whole of the 'Votes' as posted. A 1/- Imperf pair is a very scarce franking, let 
alone for a heavy printed matter rate – a remarkable survivor $1000T 

72 C 1864 (22 Oct) envelope to Secunderabad, India, franked 1868 6d Dull Lilac (cut into at top 
and touched at left) tied by fine strike of Launceston '52' numeral, and with diamond 
despatch ds in red. With boxed 'BOMBAY/Bearing 2 annas' handstamp, Bombay transit cds 
in red (on reverse) and Secunderabad arrival cds. Small faults on reverse, but of fine 
appearance $500T 

73 PS c1890 2d registration envelope (134 x 83mm) with 1d Sideface cancelled Hobart duplex, date 
unclear, and used locally within Hobart. The embossed stamp is uncancelled, fine and clean, and 
an unusual use of the stationery for the 1d town rate $60T 

74 C 1891 (20 Feb) registered 1d STO wrapper for 'The Federal Australian Philatelist' with printed 'BOOK 
POST' at upper left used to Brazil, cancelled Hobart Duplex and with chamfered boxed 
'REGISTERED/No/2524' in red, with double circle 'MONTCENIS A MACON/A' ds (26 AVRIL 91) 
and 'CORREIOS/ALAGOIS double circle backstamp, 28 MAIO 91. Reduced at both ends (probably 
removing additional adhesive(s)), and some soiling, but a remarkable destination $180T 

75 C 1895 (11 Oct) 'On Public Service Only' printed wrapper with 'LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL' frank 
cancelled Hobart duplex, and with circular 'TASMANIA/OFFICIAL/PAID' in black (the earlier of the 
two recorded examples in this colour); and 1900 (18 Jun) cardboard part front of container 
endorsed 'Photographs Only' with Hobart cds and circular 'TASMANIA/OFFICIAL/PAID' in magenta 
(2) $120T 

76 PPC 1905 (3 Apr) picture postcard to London franked 1d Pictorial cancelled Hobart cds, underpaid and 
with '5/CTMS/T' handstamp, and '1D/I.S./D' handstamp applied on arrival. Re-addressed to Ipswich 
and faint 'CHARGE NOT PAID/F.B. No. 2' in violet added $40T 
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  Tasmania - Postal Markings 

77 O First Allocation Barred Numerals: '55' (Spring Hill) - manuscript 'JL' on 1857-59 1d Deep Red-
brown (just cut into at upper left), and believed to represent the initials of the Spring Hill Postmaster, 
Joseph Last $100T 

78 C -: '59' (Launceston) superb strike on 1861 (11 Jan) consignee's letter from Melbourne, diamond 
'SHIP-LETTER INWARDS FREE backstamp in red, 14JA14 1861. Horizontal filing crease and a 
few minor stains. Ex Ross Jones, and believed to be the only example of the '59' numeral not used 
as a canceller $200T 

79 O -: '62' (Hobart) large part strike in red on 6d Dull Slate-grey (SG 44, just touched at right). Rated 
RRRR and the only recorded example in this colour $180T 

80 O/^ Second Allocation Numerals: Duplicated range mostly on Sideface issues off paper or on small 
pieces, mostly the more common numbers but a few are rated, generally fine (190 stamps) $50 

81 O -: '229' (Norfolk Bay) on 1d Sideface, rated RRR $25 

82 O Manuscript Markings: 1857-59 1d Brick-red Imperf cancelled mss 'Reg letter/8/4/67' and 1863-71 
1d Carmine Perf 12½ cancelled mss 'Reg letter/6/6/67', very scarce (2) $60T 

83 C/O Hobart and Launceston Postage Paid cancellations: Hobart 1896-1902 denominated 
datestamps (Type 1), with 1d on 1896 (2) and 1899 covers to New Zealand (including 21.2.1896 
earliest known date), and 2d 1900 cover to NSW, 1901 cover to Victoria and 1902 cover to New 
Zealand; Hobart Type 2 undenominated cds on 1903 wrapper to Sydney and 1905 local cover; 
Launceston 1d denominated cds on 1898 cover; 'POSTAGE PAID/LAUNCESTON TAS' cds on ½d 
and 1d (4) Pictorials with and without date, and 'PAID AT LAUNCESTON/TAS' cds on 1d Pictorial 
on 1912 piece. Few small faults but generally very fine and a scarce group (6 stamps + 9 covers) $180T 

84 C/^/O Launceston: Study on leaves of the various duplex types 1875-1899 (Types 1a, 1b, 2a, 2b, 2c), on 
stamps, pieces and covers, most code letters represented. Covers include 1880 3d Sideface pair to 
London, 1885 with 2d Sideface and boxed 'POSTED OUT/OF COURSE' (damaged?), 1889 6d 
Platypus to Austria, and two franked covers. Some faults, but generally fine and a good assembly 
(14 stamps + 16 covers) $150T 

85 C New Norfolk: 1875 (4 Sep) cover with 1d Sideface block of 4 and pair tied by barred numeral 
'63 (New Norfolk) with fine strike of datestamp on face, addressed to Southborough, Kent 
(NO 2 75 backstamp). The front also bears a fair strike of Molesworth Jeffrey's rare private 
handstamp 'BOURNBANK/Parish of/Wellington/1865' in red-violet. Very fine and attractive $500T 

86 O/C Instructional Types: Range including Loose Ship Letter, Late Letter, Insufficiently Paid, few TPOs, 
covers including 1899 to NZ with Unclaimed or Undeliverable, 1903 Late Fee mss, 1908 part cover 
with 22-box 'NOT KNOWN' handstamp (one of only two recorded), etc, mixed condition, fair/fine 
(120+ items) $160 

87 C Too Late: 1859 (8 Jan) cover from Launceston to Carrick with 4d Blue (SG 37, cut into two sides) 
tied by indecipherable numeral, faint 'PRE-PAID' diamond ds and straight-line 'TOO-LATE'. Missing 
flap, otherwise good and the earliest recorded date for the diamond ds; and 1882 (16 Oct) cover 
from Launceston to Longford with 2d Sideface cancelled Duplex code S, posted after 4.00pm and 
too late for the Longford mail, and struck with italic 'TOO.LATE', some soiling but scarce (2 covers) $150T 

88 PS Late Fee Mail: 1903 (29 Apr) 1d postcard cancelled Launceston cds addressed locally, with 
straight-line 'LATE LETTER' and oval '(1)D'/MORE TO PAY', with 1902 Blank Base 1d postage due 
(very fine) affixed and cancelled by pencil. Fine apart from a repaired spike hole $120T 

 

Victoria 

89 O 1854 Woodblocks 2/- Dull Bluish-green on Pale Yellow horizontal pair with clear margins but with 
vertical and horizontal creases, scarce in multiples. SG 35, cat £380+ $100T 

90 (*) 1856 1d Yellow-green Queen-on-Throne, no gum and just touched at top. SG 40, cat £250 $90T 

91 (*) 1857 Emblems Watermark Large Star 1d Yellow-green just touched at left, otherwise fine unused. 
SG 41, cat £200 $90 

92 O 1884-96 Stamp Duty Lithographs: Watermark V over Crown (V1) Perf 13 £1/10/- Deep Grey-olive 
fiscally cancelled variety 'Watermark Upright and Reversed', closed pinhole at lower right, otherwise 
fine and a very scarce variety, SG 244a var $50 

93 **/* 1897 Hospital Charity Fund 1d very fine MUH, and 2½d large part OG and lightly mounted. SG 
353-354, cat £150 (2) $120 

94 C 1899-1901 Stamp Duty Watermark V over Crown (V4) 1d Olive used on presumably philatelic 
cover from Melbourne to Fitzroy, 29 June 1901, very fine. This stamp was valid for postage only 
from 6 to 30 June 1901 and is scarce on cover $40T 
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95 * 1900 Boer War Charity 1d Olive-brown and 2d Emerald-green, large part OG (2d with gum 
wrinkle), and heavy paper hinge remains. SG 374-375, cat £425 (2) $200 

96 **/* 1901-10 Watermark V over Crown (V4), Single-line Perf 11, 1d Die II Dull Red pair, 1d Die II Pale 
Rose (Aniline) corner pair (stamps MUH, one with damaged lower right corner) and single, and 1d 
Die III Pale Rose-red corner block of 4 (2 MUH, some gum toning), scarce multiples. SG 
402ab,402b, cat £478 (9) $120 

97 **/* 1912 Watermark Crown over Double-lined A (sideways) Thin Pre-gummed Paper, Single-line 
Perf 12½ ½d Bluish-green block of 48 (minor perf separation) and marginal block of 26, only four 
units mounted, and generally very fine. SG 416b, cat £370 $120 

98 * 1912 Watermark V over Crown (V5) Comb Perf 12 x 12½ 1d Rose-carmine 'CA' and 'JBC' 
monogram blocks of 4, first with faint diagonal bend through corner stamp and some perf 
separation, very fine with large part OG and lightly mounted (8) $120 

99 **/* -: 1d Rose-carmine strips of 12 from base of sheet (2) with 'CA' and 'JBC' monograms, from two 
different plates showing variations in the gaps in the marginal rule. One strip with three units 
thinned, both strips with slight toning in selvedge at right edge, otherwise fine with most units MUH. 
BW V52z/za (2004), cat AU$780+ $300 

100 **/* -: 1d Rose-carmine strip of 12 from base of sheet with 'CA' and 'JBC' monograms, showing break in 
marginal rule under units [6-7], perfs split at centre otherwise fine, with only one unit hinged. BW 
V52z/za (2004), cat AU$660 $280 

101 **/*  1912 Watermark V over Crown (V5) (inverted), Single-line Perf 11 ½d Bluish-green strip of 20 
from top of sheet with selvedge three sides, a superb multiple with the stamps MUH, ex Purves and 
Perry. SG 461, cat £400 $220 

102 C  Revenues: 1895-96 receipts for shares (4) from The North Prentice Gold Mining Company, each 
with 1890 1d Reading affixed. Fine, and with considerable thematic interest $75 

103 PS  Postal Stationery: Small range, with 1876 1d Violet postcard, 1882 1d + 1d Violet reply card used 
1896, 1891 1½d on 2d Violet postcard used in 1900, 1½d Brownish-red on Green postcard CTO, 
1901 1d 'POSTAGE' lettercard CTO (sealed), 1890 1d Red-brown embossed envelope, 1890 1d 
Red-brown wrapper, generally fine (7) $30 

104 PS  Frank Stamps: 'MINISTER OF JUSTICE' handstamped in Blue on 1868 (20 Nov) OHMS blue 
envelope from Melbourne to Echuca, arrival backstamp NO 21 68, undeliverable and struck with 
boxed 'UNCLAIMED AT/ECHUCA' (fine) and with 'D.L.B./VICTORIA' backstamp in blue, DC 23 68. 
Flap roughly torn, and some soiling $40 

  Postal History 

105 C  1853 (24 Oct) cover from Melbourne to Worksop, Nottinghamshire with fair strike of oval 
'PAID/MELBOURNE' ds in red, reverse with London transit ds and Worksop arrival ds (27 JA 55). 
Prepaid '3(d)' as a private ship letter, with '8'(d) due on arrival from addressee. Minor peripheral 
faults and soiling $50T 

106 C  1854 (21 Jul) cover from Geelong to Derbyshire, reverse with Geelong despatch ds, and 
Melbourne, London and Derby transit ds. Prepaid for the 1/- ship letter rate in force from 1 May 
1854, with 1/- due from addressee, minor peripheral faults $50T 

107 C  1855 (21 Jul) outer from Melbourne to Glasgow endorsed 'Per Marco Polo' and carried on its first 
northbound sailing via Cape Horn, franked 6d Woodblock (four margins) tied by Barred Oval '1', 
Melbourne despatch ds and Glasgow arrival ds (OCT 22 1855) on reverse, and with 
'AUSTRALIAN/PAID/LIVERPOOL/PACKET' cds in red, mss '8'(d) due from addressee as an 
incoming ship letter. Some peripheral wear and soiling, otherwise a fine cover carried by this 
famous clipper $120T 

108 C  1857 (11 Nov) incoming stampless outer from London (Paid cds in red) 'Via Southampton' to 
Geelong, readdressed to Queenscliff, and offloaded before ship arrived in Melbourne. Rated '6' in 
red, and reverse with good strike of scarce 'SHIP LETTER/FREE/GEELONG VICTORIA' cds in red 
(JA 8 1858) and with small Geelong crowned oval ds in black (JA 11 58). Vertical filing fold, 
otherwise fine $100T 

109 C  1858 (15 Jun) cover endorsed 'per "Australasian" ' to Carlton-upon-Trent, Nottinghamshire, franked 
6d Orange Woodblock imperf (2) tied Barred Numeral '1' of Melbourne. Cover with minor vertical 
bend, and filing pinholes, otherwise very fine $180 

110 C  1888 (13 Aug) cover to Switzerland bearing 6d Pale Ultramarine (SG 318a) tied by '314' duplex of 
Lilydale, backstamps of Melbourne, Napoli, Locarno, Devio and straight-line arrival of Linescio, 
minor blemishes. Scarce village destination $30 
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  Victoria - Postal Markings 

111 O  Numeral Cancellations: Collection on hagners, mostly on 1901-12 1d, few rated, and incl apparent 
‘MCCC/65’ on 1890 1d (rated NNR), plus group of Melbourne and other cds on stamps, generally 
good to fine strikes (259 stamps) $120

112 O  -: range of Commonwealth Kangaroo and KGV stamps with Barred Numerals, comprising 
Kangaroos (all 1d except one ½d and 3d) with Nos. 1, 17, 58, 80, 97, 304, 355, 362, 440, 614, 722, 
879, 1091, 1203, 1211, 1422, 1592; George V 1d Red (30), 1½d Brown and 2d Red (3), the 
numbers represented are 6, 7, 8 (2), 16, 23, 32, 49, 50, 54, 62, 120, 173, 177, 193, 196, 210, 249, 
254, 314, 327, 336, 424, 587, 613, 673, 805, 838, 888, 945, 1008, 1527, 1622, 1624, 1870. 
Generally fine and a very useful group (52 stamps) $280 

 

Western Australia 

113 *  1860-64 Perkins Bacon Imperf 4d Blue part OG with small to good margins all round, few tiny tone 
spots in left margin. SG 26, cat £300 $120 

114 O  1885-93 Watermark Crown CA (sideways), 1d Carmine (with surface scape at top) and 2d Grey 
(ironed out crease), both with variety 'Watermark Sideways Inverted' (Crown to Right of CA). SG 
95w, 96w, cat £155 (2) $60  

115  PP  Postal History: 1903 (2 Dec) picture postcards (2) addressed to London and posted on board ship 
bound for Australia, each franked with GB 1d KEVII tied by Fremantle 'PO' duplex and with 
handstruck 'PAQUEBOT', one very worn type approx 45mm long between lines, the other a fine 
strike 56 x 8mm without lines, former with small tear repaired by sellotape. An interesting pair 
showing the use of two different types of 'PAQUEBOT' mark at Fremantle on the same day on mail 
presumably off the same boat (2) $50 

 
Australian Commonwealth 

Kangaroo Issues 

116 O  Old-time used accumulation on hagners with 1st Wmk ½d (11), 1d (61), 2d (7), 3d, 4d, 6d, 9d, 1/-; 
2nd Wmk 2d, 2½d (2), 2/- (2); 3rd Wmk 2d (6), 2½d (8), 3d (16), 6d Blue (18), 6d Chestnut (32), 9d 
(20), 1/- (196), 2/- Brown (12), 2/- Maroon (5), 5/-, Sm Multi Wmk 6d (7), 9d (7), 1/- (13), 2/- (6), C of 
A Wmk 6d (3), 9d (9), 2/- (54, both types). Includes OS punctures, and probably unsorted for 
varieties. Some with faults but well worth examination (approx 500) $150 

117 CTO Range of CTO stamps, with First Wmk 3d and 2/-; 3rd Wmk 6d blue, 6d Chestnut (3), 2/- Maroon 
(2); and Small multiple Wmk 6d (3, two punctured 'OS'), 9d, 1/-, 2/-, 5/- (2). Mostly without gum, 
couple with small faults but generally fine (16) $240 

118 O  Small group of used 'OS' punctures on hagner, with First Wmk 1d (5, with pair), 2d and 4d (2) 
Large 'OS', and 1d (2), 2½d (short perfs at right), 5d, 6d, 1/- Small 'OS'; Third Wmk 3d (4), 6d 
Chestnut (2); Small Multiple Wmk 6d (3), 9d. Few small faults, mostly fine (25) $90 

  First Watermark 

119 CTO ½d, 1d Die 2, 9d and 1/- CTO with MELBOURNE cds with blank base, DE 3 13 from Collectors' 
Set, no gum otherwise fine (1/- as always with Wmk Inverted) (4) $70 

120 CTO 2d, 2½d, 4d, 5d, 6d, 9d, 2/- CTO with MELBOURNE cds with blank base, DE 3 13 from Collectors' 
Set, 2d and 2½d with flat top '3', others round top '3', 4d and 5d (short perf) no gum, others large 
part OG and generally fine (7) $400 

121 O  1d Red duplicated used range of plate varieties on hagners with many of the catalogued 
varieties, including Plate A R24, Plate B L40, Plate D R26, Plate E L25 substitution, Plate F 
L20, Plate G R12, R15, R26 cracked electro State II punctured OS (BW cat AU$600), Plate K 
L36, L49, R56, R60. Also many other plate varieties classified according to the 1d handbook 
by Adams, Bell & Pope, with scarcity ratings noted. Also ranges of OS and State punctures, 
thick papers, inverted wmks, etc. Some faults, but an extensive study and a fine basis for 
further expansion (291) $1200 

122 O  1d Red Die II Plate E variety 'Two Tasmanias' (L25), ironed out horizontal crease, neat cds cancel. 
BW 3(E)d, cat AU$150 $40 

123 **  1d Red Die 1 bottom marginal showing variety 'Double Perforations' three sides, superb MUH. BW 
2b, cat AU$500 $250 
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  Kangaroos - First Watermark (contd.) 

124 P  1d Die 2 Imperforate Plate Proof in Red on Thin Manilla Card, horizontal strip of 6 from the 
top of the left pane of Plate D with full margins. Light horizontal crease along top edge of 
units, otherwise of very fine appearance and a rare and desirable multiple. BW 3PP(1), cat 
AU$4500 $3500 

125 *  2d Grey Watermark Inverted, part OG and fine apart from two slightly short perfs at top. BW cat 
AU$250 $100 

126 CTO 2½d Indigo CTO with Melbourne cds with blank base, DE 3 13 (Type 2 with flat top '3') from 
Collectors' Set, centred top right, fine with small part OG $30 

127 *  4d Orange (couple of shortish perfs at right), 4d Pale Orange, 4d Yellow-orange (centred lower 
right with blunt corner), lightly mounted with large part OG (3) $160 

128 O  -: Punctured Large 'OS' vertical strip of 3 cancelled 'REGISTERED PERTH/WESTN AUSTRALIA' 
cds, centre stamp with variety 'Colour Flaw Inside Right Frame Above Right of 'E' of 'PENCE' (BW 
15(U)e), lower stamp with variety 'Colour Flaw N.E. of Bass Strait' (unlisted). Couple of short perfs 
on left of central stamp, however a scarce multiple with plate flaws $250 

129 *  1/- Green 'Watermark Inverted', centred to upper left, part OG and slight overall soiling, 
scarce. BW 30a, cat AU$4000 $750 

130 CTO 1/- Blue-green CTO with MELBOURNE cds with blank base (Type 1 with round-top '3'), 'Watermark 
Inverted' as always, centred left and with part OG, also showing variety 'Retouch Under E S of ONE 
SHILLING' (BW 30(U)e) and scarce as such $150 

131 CTO -: CTO with MELBOURNE cds with blank base quarter-cancel, DE 5 13 from Federal Presentation 
Set, 'Watermark Inverted' as always with this CTO date, centred bottom right and part OG $150 

132 CTO -: CTO with MELBOURNE cds with blank base quarter cancel, DE 5 13 from Federal 
Parliamentarian's Set, 'Watermark Inverted' as always with this date, no gum and centred top left $150 

133 CTO 2/- Brown CTO with MELBOURNE cds with blank base quarter-cancel, DE 5 13 from Federal 
Presentation Set, no gum with a few short perfs $120 

134 O  5/- Grey and Yellow cancelled LATE FEE duplex, centre upper right other good used $100 

135 CTO -: CTO with MELBOURNE cds with blank base, DE 3 13, from top left corner of pane (line wmk), no 
gum $120 

136 CTO -: CTO with MELBOURNE cds with blank base quarter-cancel, DE 5 13 from Federal Presentation 
Set, part OG with some faint toning on reverse $400 

137 CTO 10/- Grey and Pink CTO with portion of MELBOURNE/24 cds 25AP13 used for distribution to 
U.P.U., unusually with large part OG for this CTO, and very fine $1500 

138 S/(*) -: horizontal pair with Type A 'Specimen' handstamp, no gum with mark above kangaroo's 
head on left unit, and a couple of short perfs at right, the right unit shows a partially doubled 
handstamp. A very scarce multiple $1000 

139 F  £2 Grey-black and Deep Rose cancelled portion of 'PAQUEBOT/POSTED AT SEA/RECEIVED/ 
LIVERPOOL cds, fine and with 1999 BPA 'pink' certificate stating it to be the Sperati forgery. 
This stamp has an impression typical of the forgery and bears a cancellation that is very 
improbable for a £2 stamp, but does not show the characteristic flaws associated with 
Sperati's forgery, and is apparently derived from a different original than most of his other £2 
forgeries. An important Sperati forgery. BW 55c, cat AU$7500 $5000 

  Second Watermark 

140 *  2d Grey marginal from bottom of sheet (small thin at top left), and 2½d Indigo, both large part OG 
and lightly hinged (2) $100 

141 O  9d Violet 'Watermark inverted', clearly cancelled '(C)HILDERS/8 MAY 17/(QUE)ENSLAND', 
BW 25a. Of the approx 12 known postally used examples, this is one of the very few that is 
clearly dated. Cat AU$5000 $1800 

142 O  2/- Light Brown fine used with cds cancel in blue $100 

143 O  5/- Deep Grey and Yellow cancelled by portion of 'LATE FEE' duplex, fine with 'fluffy' perfs $250 

  Third Watermark 

144 **/*  Mint selection on hagner, comprising 2d Die II (2), 2½d (2, one MUH), 3d Die IIB, 6d Blue Die II, 
6d Chestnut (4, one MUH, one part Ash imprint, and one with complete Ash imprint), 9d Die II, 1/- 
Die II pair with part Ash imprint, 1/- Die IIB (2, one Wmk Sideways), 2/- brown (rounded corner), and 
2/- Maroon with part Ash imprint. Generally fine with large part OG (17) $250 

145 O  Punctured ‘OS’: 2d, 2½d, 3d Die I, 6d Blue, 6d Chestnut, 9d Die 2B, 1/- Die 2B, 2/- Brown, 5/- 
generally fine used (5/- CTO) (9) $170 
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  Kangaroos - Third Watermark (contd.) 

146 *  2½d Blue Punctured 'OS' with large part 'Offset' on reverse, well-centred with lightly toned gum. 
BW 11c, cat AU$400 $160 

147 **  2½d Indigo punctured Small 'OS' block of 4 with 'fluffy' perfs very fine MUH. BW cat AU$1800 $700 

148 **/*  6d Chestnut, two pairs each including variety 'Broken Leg', one with small paper adhesions at top, 
other MUH, usual centring (4) $150 

149 O  2/- Brown used range on leaves ex Harry Evans with shades, dated copies and minor varieties, 
and including 7 pairs, few with faults but condition generally well above average. BW cat AU$2610 
(82)  $450 

150 O  -: punctured Small 'OS' horizontal pair variety 'Watermark Inverted', cancelled Stock 
Exchange Melbourne cds (1917). Partly severed and reinforced, otherwise very fine and a 
rare multiple. BW 37baa, cat AU$3000+ $1200 

151 **  2/- Maroon Harrison imprint pair from Plate 1, two tiny spots on reverse, otherwise fine MUH. 
BW 38(1)za, cat AU$2000+ $1400 

152 *  2/- Maroon Ash imprint pair from Plate 1, fine and lightly hinged. BW 38(1)ze, cat AU$1000 $500 

153 **  5/- Grey and Yellow with unlisted varieties 'Shortish Spencer Gulf' and 'Colour Spot over 
Kangaroo's Ear' (Right Pane, No. 11). Centred lower left otherwise very fine MUH. With 
photocopy of Holcombe Certificate for block of 4 from which this stamp was taken $600 

154 *  5/- Grey and Pale Yellow punctured Small 'OS', part OG and centred left. BW 44Db, cat 
AU$1250 $500 

155 O  10/- Grey and Deep Aniline Pink and £2 Grey-black and Crimson (with marginal wmk 
indicating the stamp to be Left Pane, No. 1), both cancelled with portion of double circle 
'COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA/POSTMASTER/GENERAL'S/DEPARTMENT' ds, probably 
for archival purposes. Very unusual and rare, £2 with 2001 Ceremuga Certificate (2) $3000 

156 O  10/- Grey and Aniline Pink Punctured Small 'OS', cancelled Market Street (Melb) cds, centred to 
top, otherwise fine postally used and much scarcer than CTO $220 

157 CTO 10/- Grey and Deep Aniline Pink CTO punctured Small 'OS', large part OG and centred upper left $75 

158 S/*  -: overprinted SPECIMEN Type B, well-centred and lightly hinged with large part OG $220 

159 S*  -: overprinted SPECIMEN Type B, small mark in right margin, large part OG $200 

160 O  £1 Chocolate and Dull Blue cancelled 'REGISTERED/SYDNEY N.S.W.' cds, centred lower left 
and slightly rubbed in top right corner $650 

161 O  £1 Purple-brown and Blue top marginal cancelled 'REGISTERED/HOBART' cds, centred right 
and with a couple of shortish perfs at base $650 

162 S/*  £1 Light Brown and Pale Blue overprinted SPECIMEN Type B with unlisted variety 'Broken 
Shading Lines in Bight', well-centred and very fine lightly hinged with large part OG. BW 52x, cat 
AU$900 $380 

163 *  £1 Grey part OG and centred upper right, somewhat heavily hinged $400 

164 S*  -: overprinted SPECIMEN Type C, centred upper left, large part OG and lightly hinged $120 

165 S/** -: overprinted SPECIMEN Type C, and showing unlisted variety 'Break in Value Circle at Lower 
Right'. MUH lightly toned gum and centred left. BW 53xb, cat AU$850 $300 

166 S/*  -: overprinted SPECIMEN Type C with variety shaved 'P', well-centred and lightly hinged. BW 53xf, 
cat AU$1000 $420 

167 S*  £2 Black and Rose overprinted SPECIMEN Type B, large part OG with 'fluffy' perfs $220 

168 S*  -: overprinted SPECIMEN Type B, centred upper left, large part OG and with remnants of gummed 
strip affixed to reverse (? from a repaired sheet) $220 

169 S/*  -: overprinted SPECIMEN Type B and with unlisted variety 'Broken Shading Line Left of 'P' of 
'POSTAGE' (Left Pane, No. 56), centred right and lightly hinged with large part OG $240 

170 S**  £2 Purple-black and Rose optd SPECIMEN Type C, centred slightly right, MUH $650 

171 S  -: overprinted SPECIMEN Type C sub-type 1 (Damaged 'C'), centred to top, regummed. BW 56xd, 
cat AU$1000 $350 

172 S/*  -: overprinted SPECIMEN Type C with sub-type variety damaged 'C' from Left Pane, No. 13 
additionally showing frame plate variety 'Break in Northern Coast of Western Australia' and 'Colour 
Spot above Spencer's Gulf'. Well-centred with 'fluffy perfs' and even gum toning. A very scarce 
combination of varieties, of which only 15 examples were printed. BW 50xd(D)e, cat AU$1000+ $480 
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  Kangaroos - Small Multiple Watermark 

173 **/*  Mint range on hagner, comprising 6d (2, one MUH, other optd OS), 9d (5 with two MUH, and 
including pair with complete imprint), 1/- (6 with one MUH, and including two pairs with complete 
imprints), 2/-. Mixed centring and generally very fine (14) $400 

174 **  6d Chestnut (2), one punctured Small 'OS' (horizontal crease), other optd 'OS', both MUH $100 

175 **  9d Violet punctured Small 'OS', MUH and centred upper right. BW 28b, cat AU$575 $220 

176 **  5/- Grey and Deep Yellow punctured Small 'OS' centred upper right otherwise very fine MUH. 
BW 44b, cat AU$2500 $1500 

177 O  5/- Grey and Yellow-orange Punctured 'OS', all with parcels cancels, a couple with one of two 
short perfs but generally of fine appearance (5) $120 

178 *  10/- Grey and Pale Pink well-centred with large part OG and lightly hinged, mark on value 
circle apparently caused during printing $500 

179 S/*  10/- Grey and Pink overprinted SPECIMEN Type C variety damaged 'C', large part OG with 
previous hinge adhesions. BW 0049xb, cat AU$1750 $675 

  C of A Watermark 

180 **/*  Small mint range on hagner, comprising 6d block of 4 (one with bend) and singles (2) MUH, 9d (2, 
one MUH with rounded corner), 2/- MUH, 2/- Redrawn (4) MUH, plus 6d OS opt block of 4 and 
singles (3) M, and pair MUH, generally fine (22) $300 

181 *  9d Violet Ash imprint pair from Plate 4, Second State showing screw hole, somewhat heavily 
hinged. BW 29(4)zc, cat AU$200 $60 

182 O  10/- Grey and Pink cancelled portion of Registered cds, two shortish perfs at top $60 

183 S/*  -: overprinted SPECIMEN Type C variety shaved 'P', large part OG and centred slightly to top 
left, shortish perf at bottom right corner. Very scarce with only 200 of the shaved 'P' variety 
printed. BW 50xd, cat AU$2000 $600 

184 S**/* 10/-, £1 and £2 overprinted SPECIMEN Type D, mixed centring, 10/- lightly hinged, £1 and £2 MUH 
(3)  $120 

185 S**/* 10/- Grey and Pink (3, two MUH) and £1 Grey MUH optd SPECIMEN Type D, mixed centring (4) $170 

186 O  £1 Grey with neat cds cancel, well-centred and fine $180 

187 S**  £2 Grey-black and Rose-crimson overprinted SPECIMEN Type D, fine MUH, centred slightly to  
upper left $100 

 

1913-14 Engraved Issues 

188 **  1914 6d Engraved Kookaburra very fine MUH $90 

189 *  -: very fine from base of sheet, smallest trace of hinge $50 

190 O  -: cancelled '55' numeral obliterator of Newcastle, 3mm tear at top left, but the only example of this 
stamp we can recall seeing cancelled by a numeral $40 

 

King George V Sideface Issues 

191 O  Old-time used accumulation partly sorted into packets and envelopes, all values up to 5d and all 
wmks represented, and believed to be largely unchecked, incl approx 200 1d reds. Quantity, approx 
2,000  $150 

192 O  Used accumulation on hagners with some duplication, with Single Wmk to 1/4d incl 4d Lemon, 
Small Multiple Wmk Perf 14 to 1/4d (2), Small Multiple Wmk Perf 13½ x 12½ incl 4d Die II CTO (few 
tone spots), C of A Wmk to 1/4d. Few CTOs, and generally fine (104) $120 

193 CTO Range of CTO stamps on hagners, with Small Multi Wmk Perf 14 1d (3), 3d; Small Multi Wmk Perf 
13½ x 12½ ½d (3), 1d (2), 1½d Red (3), 1½d Brown (2), 3d (2), 4d (2), 4½d Die 1 (3), 4½d Die 2, 
2d on 1½d (6), 5d on 4½d (2) and punctured 'OS' 1d, 1½d Brown, 3d, 5d; C of A Wmk 1d (9), 2d 
(5), 3d (5), 4d (5), 5d, 1/4d (2); and 'OS' opt ½d, 1d, 2d (2), 3d, 4d, and 5d. Mostly no gum (incl 4½d 
Die 2) and generally fine $200 

194 **/*  1½d Red Small Multiple Watermark Perfs 14 and 13½ x 12½ blocks of 4 (3), pairs (11) and 
singles (21) showing various non-constant inking flaws, all large part OG and lightly hinged (few 
units MUH), an unusual group (43) $220 
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  King George V (contd.) 

195 **/*/O 2d Red accumulation on hagners, with Single Wmk M (31, three punctured 'OS'), and punctured 
'OS' U (7); Small Multiple Wmk Die 2 M block of 4, strips of 3 (2), pairs (2) and singles (3), and 
punctured 'OS' M & U; Small Multiple Wmk Die 3 M block of 4, pairs (2, one punctured 'OS') and 
singles (12, two punctured 'OS' and one punctured 'OS/NSW'); C of A Wmk M (2). Some small 
faults, but most with large part OG and generally good to fine (71M and 8U) $70 

196 O  1/4d used selection with Single Wmk (6, one cancelled in Honolulu), Small Multi Wmk Perf 14 (3), 
Small Multi Wmk Perf 13½ x 12½ (4, incl pair, and CTO (2, one punctured 'OS'), and C of A Wmk 
CTO (2). Range of shades, few with minor faults but generally very fine (17) $200 

  Single Watermark 

197 CTO Range of CTO stamps on hagner, with ½d Green (3), ½d Orange, 1d Violet (3), 1½d Black-brown 
(2), 1½d Brown (2), 1d Green (2), 2d Orange, 2d Red (3), 2d Red-brown (3), 4d Orange, 4d Violet, 
4d Olive and 4d Blue. Mostly large part OG, few with small faults but generally fine (24) $240 

198 O  1½d Die I selection of unused stamps with plated flaws on hagner, mostly Black-brown and Browns 
with the odd Red and Green, and mostly punctured 'OS'. Among the catalogued varieties are BW 
83(1)i, 83(3)e, 84(1)k, 84(1)k, 89(15)g, with other plated flaws 2L35,59; 2R6,10,12,16,18,37; 
3L6,8,32; 7R4,22; 15L12; 15R48 (20) $80 

199 **  ½d Orange Electro 9 right-hand pane of 60, showing the listed plate flaws on R5, R14, R15, 
R47 and R59. R51 shows a very weak right-hand frame at middle, an early state of BW 66(9)n 
'Right Frame Missing Behind Emu' (cat AU$2250 for listed flaw). Reinforcement of perfs in 
selvedge, and tone spots on two units (plus a few in selvedge). A scarce piece showing the 
late state from this electro $750 

200 */O  1d Red Smooth Paper duplicated range of Pane V and VI plate flaws on hagners, and including 
listed varieties on V/1, 7, 30, 31, 38 and VI/2, 21, 30, 40, 55, wide range of shades, with a few mint 
(incl strip of 3) and several with Inverted Wmk. Condition generally fine, and a very useful group 
(7M and 49U) $160 

201 O  1d Bright Red Smooth Paper (G11) Die II/Die I block of 4 cancelled at Tenterfield (NSW) in 
December 1914, centred to top and with some toning on reverse, but fine facial appearance $120 

202 C  1d Carmine-rose Smooth Paper (G30) used on 1918 (11 Jun) cover from Melbourne to Los 
Angeles, with 'PASSED' censor mark in blue, underpaid and with octagonal framed 'T/30c' and 
'Postage due 6 cents' in violet, U.S. postage due apparently removed, but fine appearance $35 

203 C  1d Dull Red Rough Paper (G72 - fluorescent red UV reaction) used on 1918 (9 May) cover 
cancelled by Melbourne machine, very fine. BW 72M, cat AU$50 on cover $30 

204 **/*  1d Carmine-red Die III vertical block of 10 from top left corner of sheet, No. 1 being variety 'Notch 
in Right Frame'. Showing on reverse apparent official repair to sheet in top selvedge and opposite 
No. 1 using gummed strips of paper. Tiny tone spots on all units visible only on back, some perf 
separation but of fresh appearance, large part OG $350 

205 **/*/O 1d Violet small range on hagners with M (7) and U (10, four punctured 'OS') shades, plus 
duplicated range of plate varieties with V/30, VI/21, 55, VII/1, 3, 31, 32, 38, 49, 52, 54, 55, VIII/14, 
25, 60 mostly U (some duplication), also VII/60 ('RA Joined') M (4, one in pair). Generally fine with 
some MUH (14M and 27U) $180 

206 O  1½d Black-brown, Brown and Green Die I selection of plated flaws on hagner, some punctured 
'OS', including BW 88(14)f,g, and with other plated flaws on 1R7,13,30; 3L32; 3R13,19,42,46; 4L7; 
4R57; 5L31,45; 5R34,60; 8L14; 9L2; 11R2,16,37,56; 12L1(x2),20,29; 12R11; C242 (30) $80 

207 O  1½d Green and Red Die I selection of plated flaws on hagner, mostly punctured OS, including 
catalogued varieties BW 88(15)g,j,k, 89(15)k, 89(16)e,fa,g, and with other plated flaws on 
15R19,20,21,29,36,48(x2),52,54,57; 16L2(x2),8(x2),40,49,53,55,57; 16R5,6,12 (30) $130 

208 O  1½d Green and Red Die I selection of used stamps with plated flaws, mostly punctured 'OS', 
including catalogued varieties BW 89(16)i, 89(17)d, and with other plated flaws on 14L51; 14R6,31,59; 
15L12(x2),39,51; 15R20,36,52,57; 16L3,49,50,55; 16R5,6(x2),12,41,47; 17R6,8(x2),15,19 (30) $80 

209 **/*  1½d Red Die I mint selection on hagners, mostly comprising plate flaws, including listed varieties 
89(15)f, 89(16)e,h,s, 89(1)l,vbb, 89(21)l, 89(22)i,n,s,sa, 89(24)m,n, 89(27)sb,t, with a number in 
blocks of 4 or pairs; also No Watermark block of 3 and pair. Mostly fine to very fine, many MUH and 
a good assembly (47) $300 

210 O  -: selection of used plated stamps on hagner, mostly punctured 'OS' and including catalogued 
varieties BW 89(22)g, 89(24)d,h,m, 89(25-28)e,l, and with other plated stamps 21L20,21,27; 
22R22,28,34,40,43,53; 23L13,20; 23R36(x2),47; 24L19,45,57; 24R2,21,50; 25-28L11; 26R56; 
27L55; 29L54 (30) $120 
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  King George V - Single Watermark (contd.) 

211 O  1½d Red Die I used selection of plated flaws (also 1 x Black-brown, 2 x Green) on hagner, mostly 
punctured 'OS', including catalogued varieties BW 88(14)d, 89(17)l,rb, 89(18)j, and with other plated 
flaws on 2L1; 12L43; 17R46; 16L57; 16R47; 17L35,43,48,52; 17R34,38,46,53,57,58; 
18L31,34,45,57; 18R4,24,29,40,54 (28) $90 

212 */O  -: Electro 13 duplicated collection of plate varieties identified on hagners, mostly used, and including 
listed varieties L1, L13 (3), L40 (3), R27 (3, including one mint), R54 (2), R56 (7), plus other unlisted 
minor flaws. Also stamps showing worn upper frames characteristic of this electro (14 plus one 
mint). Few stamps with faults, but generally fine (3M and 43U) $160 

213 O  -: Electro 14 duplicated collection of plate varieties identified on hagners, all used, and including 
listed varieties L3 (6), L6, L35 (4), L8 (2, one in block of 4), L21, L35 (4), L51, R46 (2), R50 (3), R58 
(5), R59, plus other unlisted minor flaws. Few stamps with faults, but generally fine (34) $150 

214 *  -: Electro 15, Right Pane, No. 10 variety 'Cracked Electro from Kangaroo Diagonally downwards to 
Right Value Tablet', centred lower right with part OG slightly toned gum, a rare stamp. BW 89(15)f, 
cat AU$900 $350 

215 O  -: Electro 19 duplicated collection of plate varieties identified on hagners, all used, and including 
listed varieties L31 (2), L51, R5, R18, R20, R24 (2), R32 (3), R36 (9), R48 (2), also unlisted flaws 
on L3, L10, L18, L57, R10, R26 (3), R43 and R46. Few stamps with small faults but generally fine, 
and a good representation from this scarce electro, BW cat AU$1630 (33) $220 

216 **  -: Electro 22 sheet of 120 from Mullett printing without imprint, showing all listed varieties. Perf 
separation resulting in the two panes almost being separated, and in other places, and with tone 
spots on 14 units, some gum missing in upper selvedge and affecting two units, nevertheless a 
scarce survivor $500 

217 O  2d Red Electro 12A, R54 variety 'Recut 2 at Right and Broken Crown Top', fine used. BW 96(12A)j, 
cat AU$200 $70 

218 */O  2d Brown range of plate varieties on hagner, including catalogued flaws 12R27, 16L1, 28, 56, 
16R5, 42, 53, plus others, mostly used incl 'OS', but with 16R53 M and 12R24/30 MUH (toned 
gum), generally fine and high cat value (3M, 16U) $280 

219 **/*/O 3d Blue small selection on hagners, with Harrison Plates M (4) and U (6, five punctured 'OS') 
shades, and plate flaws incl listed varieties 1L51, 1R30 U, and 2L19 'Broken Leg of Emu' M (2) and 
U (3); Mullett Plates with M corner block of 4 (3 X Type A, 1 x Type B, 3 MUH but few tone spots), 
Type B M & U, and Type A U block of 4. Generally good to fine (11M and 19U) $220 

220 O  4d Bright Orange variety 'Line Through Value' typically centred with cds cancel, fine $70 

221 **  4d Lemon-yellow centred upper left, fine MUH $400 

222 *  4d Violet punctured 'OS' well-centred and very lightly hinged, retail AU$350 with centring premium, 
a fine stamp $120 

223 **/*  4½d Violet group on hagner, comprising block of 4, vertical strip of 3, pair from top left corner of 
sheet (L1 with variety 'Cut S.W. Corner'), and block of 9 from right side of sheet. One unit in block of 
9 hinged, otherwise all fine MUH, variable centring (18) $400 

224 */O  -: small range on hagners with M (6, incl pair) and U (7, incl punctured 'OS') shades, also plate 
varieties 1l24, 1R16, 1R27, 1R60 U. Plus Small Multiple Wmk Perf 14 M (2) and U (5) shades, and 
plate varieties 1L30 U and 1L31 M. Some toning, generally fine (9M and 17U) $80 

225 O  5d Bright Chestnut Rough Paper Single Line Perf 14 cancelled 'REGISTERED/SYDNEY' cds 
3DE20, centred left otherwise fine $100 

226 *  1/4d Turquoise-blue pairs (2) and singles (5) with shades, all large part OG and fine, variable 
centring (9) $500 

227 *  -: Punctured 'OS' large part OG and lightly hinged, very fine $60 

228 C  -: used with ½d Orange and 4½d Violet on Commonwealth Bank of Australia postcard used from 
Sydney to Gulgong (NSW), cancelled by Sydney parcel roller and with Gulgong arrival cds, 10 JL 
25. Blue pencil lines crossing two adhesives, and the postcard has a cut corner at lower right and 
some minor damage on reverse from being affixed and used as a parcel label. A very scarce usage, 
BW cat for the 1/4d Single Wmk on cover is AU$1000 $400 

  Large Multiple Watermark 

229 O  1d Red accumulation on hagner, with Carmine-pink Cooke printing dated Feb 1918, Harrison 
printings (56 incl four pairs), with shades, punctured OS (7) or OS/NSW (pair and single), 
varieties incl 'Run N' and 'Notched Left Frame'. Some faults, but generally good and many 
fine copies and high cat value with punctured OS, cat AU$150 each (57) $650 
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  King George V - No Watermark 

230 **/*/O Small range on hagner, with 1d Green M (4, one variety 'Flaw Under Neck'), U (4) and punctured 
'OS' U (2), and 1½d Red MUH (block of 4 and single) and U (8, incl listed varieties 17L7, R3 and 
R6). Mixed centring, few small faults but generally fine (23) $80 

  Small Multiple Watermark, Perf. 14 

231 **  1½d Rose-red irregular block of 73 punctured 'OS' from Plate 1a, showing plate variety on 
L20 ('Vertical Coloured Flaw near Kangaroo's Neck'), and distinctive Mullett imprint with 
deformed 'AUST'. Badly foxed with almost all units with tone spots, and with several units 
creased, nevertheless a large multiple from this rare plate. BW 91(1a), the imprint alone cat 
AU$1250 $700 

232 */O  3d Blue small collection on hagners, with Plate 4 Mullett imprint block of 4 (slightly toned gum) and 
pair (toned), corner block of 4 and pair, and Types A and B M singles, punctured 'OS' including 
Wmk Inverted Type A U (2), plus a range of used showing plate varieties including listed primary 
flaws L41, R4, R7 and R25. Few small faults but generally good to fine and high cat value (14M and 
29U)  $350 

  Small Multiple Watermark, Perf. 13½ x 12½ 

233 **/*  1½d Red-brown Ash imprint blocks of 4 and pairs from Plates 1 and 3, block of 4 and singles (3, 
incl Plate 1 and 3 plate dots). One imprint block with perf reinforcement, otherwise generally fine 
and with some units MUH (19) $100 

234 CTO 4½d Violet Die II CTO, two large part OG, two no gum, mixed centring (4) $150 

  C of A Watermark 

235 **/O 1d Green, the listed shades of Pale Green, Green, Deep Green and Moss Green fine MUH, also 
'Watermark Inverted' fine used with machine cancel (5) $60 

236 **  -: Optd 'OS' sheet of 120 from Plate 4 (Panes VII and VIII), severed into three blocks with all listed 
plate flaws and R17 showing variety 'Hollow S'. Some perf separation in selvedge, and small piece 
cut out of lower right corner selvedge, slightly toned gum and otherwise very fine. BW 82(OS), cat 
AU$1800 plus premium for plate flaws and imprint $450 

237 O  -: Overprinted 'OS' with 'Watermark Inverted, CDS cancel, centred right otherwise fine. BW 
82(OS)a, cat AU$2000 $1000 

238 **  1½d Red-brown range of multiples on hagner, with corner block of 8 (Plate 3 incl R58 'Thick 1 at 
Right'), Plate 3 imprint block of 4, and plate dots blocks of 9 and 4 (2), and Plate 1 dot block of 4. 
Few blocks with minor bends, and some gum toning on two blocks of 4, stamps MUH and fine (33) $130 

239 **  2d Golden Scarlet optd OS block of 9 from right of sheet (Right Pane, Nos. 10-12/16-18/22-24) 
showing 'Bluish Overprint', R17 with variety 'Hollow S in Overprint', fresh MUH $100 

240 **/*/O 3d Blue small collection on hagners with Plate 8 Ash imprint block of 4 MUH (few wrinkles in lower 
selvedge), M (3) and U (2) shades, OS overprint M pair, and a range of plated stamps, including 
listed varieties on 7R35, 7R55, 7R58, 8L11 and 8R1, few with small faults or toning but generally 
good (10M and 26U) $280 

 

Other King George V Issues 

241 **  1928 3d Kookaburra Miniature sheet MUH and fine apart from two small tone spots on Reverse $120 

242 **  -: Miniature Sheet MUH with several tone spots on reverse $70 

243 **/*  1931 6d Sepia Air Mail imprint block of 6, perf separation in selvedge, and 'OS' opt imprint block of 
6, both large part OG with lower units unmounted (12) $200 

244 **  1932 1/- Lyrebird blocks of 4 (5), one block toned gum, others very fine MUH (20). BW cat 
AU$2000 $600 

245 CTO/C 1932 Sydney Harbour Bridge group, with 2d typo on cover cancelled 'POSTED ON BRIDGE/ 
DURING OPENING/CELEBRATIONS' machine slogan; 3d pair on registered cover cancelled 5TH 
AUST PHIL EXHIBITION cds in red with special reg label; 2d typo block of 6 used with 3d 
Macarthur and 5d KGV on 1934 airmail cover to London; 3d Plate 1 CTO block of 4 (no gum); and 
three picture postcards of the bridge $50 

246 CTO -: 2d typo, 2d engraved, 3d and 5/- CTO, fine, all except 3d no gum (4) $120 

247 *  -: 5/- large part OG, fluffy perfs $200 

248 **/*  1934 Macarthur 2d, 3d and 9d Ash imprint pairs, fine and hinged only in selvedge (6) $100 

249 **  1934 1/6d Hermes Air Mail No Wmk Ash imprint block of 4 very fine MUH $300 
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  Other King George V Issues (contd.) 

250 **  1934-48 1/6d Hermes Air Mail Chalk-surfaced paper block of 8 from top left corner of sheet, 
showing partial offsets on face in top selvedge and into top row of stamps, fresh MUH and unusual $100 

251 **  -: Unsurfaced Paper 1/6d Hermes Air Mail sheet of 80 showing varieties on Right Pane Nos. 3 and 
28 (BW 163k,l), tone spots on 11 units, but a scarce sheet, MUH $120 

 

King George VI Issues 

252 P  c1937 Waterlow essay featuring a full-face portrait of King George VI without  inscriptions, 
generally ascribed to Australia, imperf and perf singles in violet on gummed unwatermarked paper, 
fine (2)  $60 

253 **/*/O 1937-44 range of Queen Elizabeth and King George VI definitive issues on hagners, all but a 
few mint, and largely MUH, comprising mostly imprint or positional blocks of 4 or larger, with Perf 
13½ x 14 1d QE Die 1 (68, plus a 'bisect' used on piece), 1½d KGVI (22), 2d KGVI Die 1 (95), 3d 
KGVI Die 2 chalky imprint block of 4 (toned), 1/4d KGVI (31), 5/- (8), 10/- (6), £1 (6) Robes, mostly 
with toning faults; Perf 15 x 14 1d Green QE Die 2 (45), 1d Maroon QE (13), 1½d Red-brown KGVI 
(49), 1½d Green KGVI (61), 2d Scarlet KGVI Die 2 (23), 2d Mauve KGVI (160, incl two blocks with 
medallion flaw), 3d Brown KGVI (121); 1941 Surcharges 2½d on 2d (93), 3½d on 3d (19), 5½d on 
5d (21); 1942-44 1d QE (65), 1½d QE Wmkd (21) and No Wmk (35, one block showing part imprint 
at top), 2d KGVI Wmkd (29) and No Wmk (98), 2½d KGVI (211), 3½d KGVI (84). Some toning 
faults here and there, but generally very fine and with some useful pickings (1388 stamps) $200 

254 **/*  1937-49 Perf 13½ x 14 Zoological Issue M/MUH range, mostly imprints, with ½d (12),4d (17), 5d 
(17), 6d (43), 9d (17), 1/- (7, with two Ash imprint pairs, and pair and single showing parts of the 
marginal perforation guide marks), generally fine and high catalogue value (113 stamps) $400 

255 **/*/O 1937-56 Zoological Definitives Perf 15 x 14 accumulation on hagners, mostly mint and largely 
MUH and comprising mostly imprint or no imprint blocks of 4, with Wmkd ½d, 4d (37 5d (20), 5½d 
(113), 6d (115), 9d (52), 1/- (141) and No Wmk ½d (92), 4d (20), 6d (22), 9d (8), 1/- (12). Generally 
very fine, with many plate varieties identified (639 stamps) $200 

256 **/*  1937-1951 accumulation of commemorative issues on hagners, virtually all MUH and mostly 
imprint blocks, with 1937 NSW Sesqui 2d (28), 3d (5), 9d (2); 1940 AIF 1d (8), 2d (12), 3d (9), 6d 
(10); 1945 Gloucester 2½d (38), 3½d (37), 5½d (30); 1946 Peace 2d (32), 3½d (49), 5½d (21); 
1946 Mitchell 2½d (29), 3½d (37), 1/- (21); 1947 Newcastle 2½d (97), 3½d (25), 5½d (17); 1948 
Farrer (24); 1948 Scout (17); 1948 Von Mueller (32); 1949 Lawson (40); 1949 UPU (28); 1949 
Forrest (28); 1950 Stamp Centenaries (72); 1951 Commonwealth 3½d (106); 5½d (41), 1/6d (42); 
1951 Gold/responsible Govt (100). Few with small tone faults, but largely very fine (1,037 stamps) $100 

257 **/*  1938-52 range of coil stamps on hagners, with dummy coils in green (pair and single), red (pair 
and single), also photogravure dummy coil pair; 1938 1d Green QE Die 2 large holes coil paste-up 
strip of 4 (some toning) and strip of 3, and 'false coil' paste-up pair; 2d Mauve KGVI Die 2 strip of 4 
and pairs (3); 1d Maroon QE pairs (2); ½d Kangaroo Wmkd strip of 3 and pairs (2). Later issues in 
quantity incl some coil perf blocks, with ½d Kangaroo No Wmk (136), 1d Brown-purple QE (48), 1d 
Princess (54), 2d QM (23), 3d Scarlet KGVI (52), 3d Green KGVI (33). Generally fine, and largely 
MUH (388 stamps) $150 

258 **/*  1938-52 small group of Type 1 perforation pip blocks of 8, mostly from base of sheet, with 1938 
1d Green Die 2 (3, one from top), 2d Scarlet Die 2, 1942-44 1d Brown-purple, 1950-52, 1½d, 2d (2, 
one coil perf) Queen Mother, 2½d Scarlet, 3d Green, 3½d, 4½d, 6½d Brown, 6½d Green, 7½d (2, 
one from top) KGVI, all very fine and with one or two units hinged (128 stamps) $50 

259 **/*/O 1947-52 Definitives accumulation on hagners, all but a few MUH and mostly imprint blocks of 4 or 
larger, with 1947 1d Princess Wmkd (12) and No Wmk (36), 1½d QM (66), 2d QM (90), 2½d Scarlet 
KGVI (68), 2½d Chocolate KGVI (61), 3d Scarlet KGVI (48, incl thin paper two blocks of 4), 3d 
Green KGVI (42, incl pair with trimmed jumped perf), 3½d KGVI (186, including three blocks with 
additional marginal perfs), 4½d KGVI (48), 6½d Brown KGVI (116, incl block of 4 with trimmed 
jumped perfs), 6½d Green KGVI (124), 7½d KGVI (310, incl sheet of 160), 8½d Abo (126), 1/0½d 
KGVI (49), 1/3d Bull (28), 1/6d Hermes (66), 2/- Abo Art (30), 2/6d Abo (31), 5/- Arms (10), 10/-, £1, 
£2 Arms (latter MUH), No Wmk 1/6d (13), 2/- (4), 2/6d (2). Also BCOF three sets (2 x 5/- thick MUH, 
1 x thin). Some toning on a few blocks but generally very fine, a range of plate varieties are 
identified and with other pickings throughout (1,615 stamps) $200 

260 **/*  1937-49 Perf 13½ x 14 1d Green Queen Elizabeth Die 1 block of 8, the right-hand block of 4 
showing severe ink stripping. Very fine, with only one unit hinged $80 

261 **/*  -: 2d Scarlet KGVI Die 1 block of 4 from left of sheet punctured 'G/NSW' sideways, left pair variety 
'Puncture Omitted', fine large part OG with lower pair MUH $40 

262 **/*  -: 2d Scarlet KGVI Die 1 top left corner block of 4 with large portion of partially inked Plate 
No. '8' mounted in selvedge only which also has two small tone spots. BW 187zk, cat 
AU$1750 $600 
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  King George VI Issues (contd.) 

263 **/*  1937-49 Perf 13½ x 14 2d Scarlet KGVI Die 1 block of 4 from top right corner of sheet 
showing lower portion of Plate No. '8', mounted in selvedge and on one unit only, small tone 
spot in right margin. BW 187zl, cat AU$1750 $500 

264 O  -: 3d Blue KGVI Die II (19) and Die III (45) used, mostly fine. (Total, 64 stamps) $50 

265 **/*  -: 3d Blue KGVI Die II chalk-surfaced paper, Ash imprint block of 4, BW 193zb, lower units MUH, 
cat AU$225 $100 

266 **/*  -: 6d Kookaburra small group, with bottom right corner block of 4, no imprint gutter block of 8, Ash 
imprint right pane block of 4 with gutter showing crescent over pip (BW 202bb), and variety 'Curl 
over I of AUSTRALIA' (R2/1) with gutter margin. All fine with some units MUH. BW cat AU$690+ $270 

267 *  -: 6d Kookaburra from top right corner of sheet showing part of Plate No. '2', lightly mounted. 
Three examples are recorded, the other two in blocks of 4 but showing a similar part number 
only. With 2006 Simon Dunkerley certificate. BW 202z, cat AU$7500 $1500 

268 **  1937-49 Robes 5/- Dull Lake and Brown-lake shades, 10/- and £1 Chalk-surfaced Paper each in 
Ash imprint blocks of 4 MUH, each with considerable toning or tone spots on most units (16) $150 

269 **  -: Unsurfaced Paper 5/- blocks of 4 (6, four with By Authority imprint), 10/- By Authority imprint 
blocks of 4 (5), and £1 By Authority imprint blocks of 4 (6), all MUH but affected to a greater or 
lesser extent by tone spots, although a number of single stamps (especially in the £1's) are clear 
and fine. A tragic lot! (68 stamps) $400 

270 **  -: 5/- Thick Paper Ash imprint block of 4, and Thin Paper 'By Authority' imprint block of 4 (tinted 
paper), small red mark on reverse of first block, otherwise very fine MUH (8) $100 

271 **  1937-49 Perf 15 x 14 1d Green Queen Elizabeth Die 2 Ash imprint block of 4 with 'Large Holes 
Coil Perforation', from surplus sheets with coil perforation placed on counter sale. Some 
gum toning in places, otherwise fine MUH and very scarce. BW 182zr, cat AU$3000 $900 

272 FDC -: 1½d Maroon KGVI on illustrated First Day cover cancelled at Sydney, no back flap $50 

273 **  -: 1½d Emerald-Green KGVI gutter imprint block of 8 with Type 1 perforation pips, showing 
'Cracked Plate' in second line of imprint (State II, affecting 'GOVERNMENT', 'COMMONWEALTH' 
and 'AUSTRALIA') and additional with a vertical line extending downwards from the 'N' of 
'GOVERNMENT' (not seen by us before, and perhaps a third state?). Superb MUH, BW 186zh, cat 
AU$525 $400 

274 **/*  -: 2d Scarlet KGVI Die 2 block of 6 from left of sheet variety 'Translucent Paper', the watermark 
showing very clearly on face, very fine with one unit mounted. BW 188 variety $50 

275 **  -: 2d Scarlet KGVI Die 2 coil pair with large and small holes, very fine MUH. BW 188bl, cat AU$750 $350 

276 **/*  -: 2d Scarlet KGVI Die II gutter block of 8 from top of sheet showing complete Plate No. '3' 
without dashes (Sheet A), mounted in selvedge only but with considerable toning mostly in 
top selvedge and gutter. BW 188zb, cat AU$2500 $600 

277 **/*  -: 2d Scarlet KGVI Die 2 gutter block of 8 from top of sheet showing complete Plate No. '4' 
without dashes (Sheet A), mounted in selvedge and gutter only and very fine. BW 188zc, cat 
AU$2500 $850 

278 **/*  -: 2d Scarlet KGVI Die II gutter block of 8 from top of sheet showing small portion of Plate 
No. '12' (Sheet A or B), two units mounted and with somewhat heavy fold through gutter. BW 
188zj or zja, cat AU$1750 $500 

279 **/*  -: 2d Scarlet KGVI Die 2 Ash imprint block of 4 from right pane with 'Large Holes Coil 
Perforation', from surplus sheets with coil perforation placed on counter sale. Mounted in 
selvedge and on one unit only, fine and scarce. BW 188zqa, cat AU$2250 $900 

280 **  -: 2d Scarlet KGVI Die II 'No Imprint' lower left corner blocks of 4 with perforation pip in lower 
selvedge, and matching corner block from lower right corner, from surplus sheets printed from coil 
plates perforated and placed on counter sale. Right corner block with slight gum toning, otherwise 
superb MUH. BW 188zs, cat AU$1100+ (12) $400 

281 **/*  -: 2d Scarlet KGVI Die 2 'No Imprint' block of 16, from surplus stock printed from, coil plate 
perforated and placed on counter sale. Two units mounted, slight gum toning and light crease 
through one vertical pair. BW 188zs, cat AU$550 $200 

282 **  -: 2d Mauve KGVI Die 2 'false coil' (ordinary sheet perforation) strip of 4 with part Ash imprint 
attached to 960 £8 coil starter printed in red, fine. BW 189bi, cat AU$125 $60 

283 **/*  -: 3d Brown KGVI gutter block of 8 from base of sheet with large portion of Plate No. '14' without 
dashes (Sheet C), two units mounted and small marks on reverse of two stamps. BW 196zc, cat 
AU$600 $300 

284 *  -: 4d Koala variety 'Offset', fine and lightly hinged. BW 198c, cat AU$175 $80 
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  King George VI Issues (contd.) 

285 **  1937-49 Perf 15 x 14 6d Kookaburra positional block of 9 from top of right pane, R3/3 being 
variety 'Top Hat flaw', suprb MUH. BW 203o cat AU$2500+, SG 190ab, cat £1400 $1200 

286 **/*  -: 6d Kookaburra positional block of 9 from top of rigt pane, R3/3 being variety 'Top Hat flaw', 
mounted in top selvedge only but with toned gum. BW 203o cat AU$2500+, SG 190ab cat 
£1400+ $500 

287 **/*  -: 6d Kookaburra irregular block of 44 from Sheet B showing 'roving' perforation pip in top left 
corner, and plate varieties on L6/3 and 8/3, plus another corner block of 4 also showing the roving 
pip. Fine, with most units MUH. BW 203bd, cat AU$350+ $160 

288 **/*  -: 6d Kookaburra block of 32 from base of sheet showing almost complete Plate No. '7' 
without dashes (Sheet C), two units mounted and folded in several places, otherwise very 
fine and rare. BW 203zc, cat AU$3500 $1500 

289 O  1937 NSW Sesquicentenary 2d Scarlet variety 'Pantaloon flaw Retouched' State I with machine 
cancel, and State II (extra colour over officer's head) cancelled Swan Hill (Vic) cds, both fine. BW 
175fa,fb, cat AU$400 $200 

290 **  -: 2d Scarlet left pane of 40 showing Plate No. '1' at lower left, small tear in left selvedge otherwise 
very fine. Very scarce and unusual in such a large multiple. BW 175za, cat AU$600 $400 

291 **/*  1940 A.I.F. 1d, 2d, 3d and 6d McCracken imprint block of 4, very fine with lower units MUH $80 

292 **/*  -: 2d Scarlet block of 4 with triangular-shaped flaw at centre caused by the adhesion of foreign 
matter during printing. Upper pair toned where hinged, lower pair unmounted, an interesting printing 
freak  $100 

293 **/*  1942-44 1d Brown-purple Queen Elizabeth showing strong 'Offset' on reverse (lightly hinged but 
with some loss of design, ? genuine), and another with a blurred print resulting in an intense shade, 
MUH. BW 225 varieties (2) $50 

294 **/*  -: 1½d Green Queen Mother perf pip block of 8 from top of sheet showing small portion of Plate No. 
'-10-', stamps MUH, lightly hinged in selvedge. BW 226za, cat AU$4500 $400 

295 **/*  -: 3½d Blue KGVI marginal block of 4, variety Thin Paper, stamps MUH. BW 231a, cat AU$500 for 
hinged  $270 

296 **  -: 3½d Blue KGVI gutter By Authority imprint block of 8 variety 'Thin Paper' very fine MUH. 
BW 231a, cat AU$1000 for hinged $500 

297 **/*  -: 3½d Blue KGVI corner 'By Authority' imprint block of 20 (2 x 10) showing Partial Double 
Horizontal Perforations on left units. Arricator marks in left selvedge, slight separation, mostly MUH $250 

298 **  -: 5½d Emu marginal block of 4 with varieties 'Re-entry to T of AUSTRALIA' and 'Re-entry at Left 
and to AU of AUSTRALIA', fresh MUH. BW 232f,g $40 

299 FDC 1946 Sir Thomas Mitchell PMG's Department Official FDC registered at Sydney,  Unopened $75 

300 **  1948-56 1/3d Hereford Bull sheet of 120 with Type 1 perforation pips at left (Sheet A), superb MUH $50 
301 **/* -: 1/6d Hermes block of 4 from left of sheet with Plate No. '1' without dashes (Sheet A), very fine 

with one unit mounted. BW 261z, cat AU$500 $250 

302 P 1948-50 Coat-of-Arms 5/-, £1 and £2 photographic negatives of the steel dies, showing the official 
instrument numbers at top left, each on thin paper. A similar set in the recent Arthur Gray sale in 
London realised £290 (3) $300 

303 S** -: 10/-, £1 and £2 overprinted 'SPECIMEN' fine MUH (3) $120 

304 PR -: 5/- affixed to publicity card with typewritten 'Commonwealth Coat of Arms/George VI Definitive 
Series 5/- Red 1949'. Apparently a precursor to the printed publicity cards which began with the 
1953 3½d Scout issue, and the only example we have seen. $200 

305 ** -: £2 on 'Thin Paper' MUH with variety 'Roller Flaw below E of POSTAGE'. A very rare 
combination of varieties, centred low otherwise fine, and with 2014 Ceremuga Certificate 
which curiously does not mention the plate flaw. BW 271ad, cat AU$1500++ $900 

306 ^ 1948-56 No Watermark ½d Orange with diagonal 'O.S.' handstamp in magenta, used on small 
piece with 1941 3d Brown and 1944 2d Mauve both punctured 'G/NSW', cancelled Sydney 
machine, 31 MAY 1951. An unauthorised but accepted emergency use during a shortage of 
'G/NSW' punctures. Fine and very scarce $200 

307 **/* 1950-52 No Watermark 1½d Green Queen Elizabeth gutter block of 8 from top of sheet showing 
small portion of plate No. '19' fine and unmounted except for one hinge in gutter. BW 227za, cat 
AU$4000 $400 

308 **/* -: 1½d Green Queen Elizabeth gutter block of 12 from top of sheet with small portion of Plate No. 
'19', mounted on selvedge and two units only, fine. BW 227za, cat AU$4000 $400 
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  King George VI Issues (contd.) 

309 ** 1948-56 No Watermark 1/- Lyrebird block of 21 from top right corner of sheet. R1/6-6/6 variety 
'Roller Flaw on O of ONE', very fine MUH. BW 210d, cat AU$500+ $200 

310 ** 1949 2½d Sir Henry Lawson vertical block of 20 from left side of mis-guillotined sheet showing By 
Authority imprint cut off at base and large part of imprint showing in top selvedge; also 1951 3d 
Gold/Responsible Govt similar block of 30 showing a lesser misplacement of the guillotine. Both 
fine MUH (50) $100 

311 ** 1950-52 3d Scarlet KGVI booklet plate sheet of 144, as issued for counter sale after booklets were 
abandoned, very fine. BW 251c/ca, cat AU$360 $200 

312 **/* -: 1½d Green Queen Mother block of 8 from lower right corner of sheet, right and lower selvedge 
with 'Inverted Offsets on Face', extending into right-hand block of 4 stamps. Upper left unit with 
diagonal crease and hinged, otherwise fine and MUH $100 

313 **/* -: 8½d Aboriginal By Authority imprint block of 10 from left corner of sheet, left selvedge with 
'Inverted Offsets on Face', lower pair with mild horizontal crease, one unit hinged, otherwise fine 
MUH  $100 

314 **/* 1950 NSW and Victoria Stamp Centenaries 2½d Maroon gutter block of 8 from top of sheet 
with large portion of Plate No. '4' without dashes (Sheet B), very fine and mounted in 
selvedge only. BW 279zc, cat AU$2250 $900 

315 ** 1951 50th Anniversary of Commonwealth 3½d (464, including two complete sheets), 5½d (348, 
including four complete sheets), 1/6d (196, including two complete sheets), odd tone spot but 
generally very fine (1,008) $150 

316 ** -: 3½d Carmine-lake se-tenant strip of 4 from right of sheet, last unit with variety 'Misplaced 
Perforations', superb MUH. BW 280b, cat AU$325 $150 

317 **/* 1951-52 3½d Brown-purple KGVI imprint block of 8 (mounted in gutter only) with Type 1 perforation 
pips, and block of 4 from lower right corner of sheet, both variety 'Thin Paper', superb MUH. BW 
253a, cat AU$1200+ $300 

318 ** -: 6½d Green KGVI block of 4 from top right corner of sheet with error 'Partly Imperforate due to 
Paper fold', fine MUH and spectacular. BW 256 variety $200 

319 O 1952-65 C of A Watermark 2/6d Aboriginal with 'Watermark Sideways Inverted', slight soiling 
otherwise fine with cds cancel. This stamp was the original discovery example which formed 
the basis of the catalogue listing. BW 265a cat AU$1500, SG 253aw cat £1500 $600 

320 ** 1952-65 No Watermark 2/6d Aboriginal Emergency Printing 'By Authority' imprint block of 4, 
centred to top, disturbed gum in right selvedge otherwise fresh MUH $90 

 

Queen Elizabeth II Issues 

321 P 1953 Produce Food 3d and 3½d se-tenant strips of 3 presentation 'die proofs' in issued 
colours (actually imperforate stamps) in sunken mounts, with Note Printing cachets on 
reverse endorsed '6/23-1-53' (presented to Sir Daryl Lindsay of the Stamp Advisory 
Committee). Eight pairs of die proofs were prepared, one pair of which is in the Royal 
Philatelic Collection. A few tone spots on 3d Beef, otherwise fresh and superb and a rarely 
offered set. BW 287/8/9DP(1) and 290/1/2/DP(1), cat AU$18000 (2) $7000 

322 PR 1953-56 Queen Elizabeth II 3½d Carmine-red block of 4 affixed to Post Office Publicity Card, 
sellotape stains on front and reverse from previous mounting, and a few other small marks. 
BW296x, cat AU$100 $50 

323 **/*/O 1954 Royal Visit 3½d Carmine-red M (150) & U (20) accumulation of plate varieties, mostly in 
positional multiples, and including 'Retouch to Duke's Forehead' State II in M block of 18 (badly 
toned) and U (2), Major Re-entry in M block of 8 (2) and U (8), plus a number of other listed flaws. 
Also 7d (21) and 2/- (21) M. High cat value (212) $220 

324 **/O -: 3½d Carmine block of 18 from top right corner of sheet, R3/6 showing variety 'Retouch to 
Duke's Forehead' State I, some small tone spots on some units (not the variety) and 
mounted in selvedge only. Also State II of the same variety fine used. A scarce pair, BW 
308j,ja, cat AU$2200+ $650 

325 **/* 1954 3½d Red Cross blocks of 4 from bottom left corners of sheets showing Plate Nos. '1', '2', '3' 
and '4' ('2' and '4' partial only). Plate 2 hinged on upper units, and Plate 4 hinged in selvedge only, 
otherwise very fine MUH. BW cat AU$800 (16) $280 

326 ** 1955-57 10d Deep Grey-blue Queen Elizabeth II strip of 8 from top of right pane of Sheet D 
showing portion of roughly engraved 'CENTRE OF WORK' (in reverse) in selvedge. Few minor 
bends otherwise very fine MUH. BW 322za, cat AU$120 $50 
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  Queen Elizabeth II (contd.) 

327 PR 1955 Cobb & Co. 3½d and 2/- (2 each) affixed to Post Office Publicity Card, staining at edges 
caused by previous sellotape, few minor bends and one 3½d with tone spot. BW 327x, Cat AU$200 $50 

328 PR -: 3½d and 2/- pairs affixed to Post Office Publicity Card, few marks on face and some sellotape 
adhering to the reverse. BW 327x, cat AU$200 $60 

329 PR 1955 YMCA 3½d block of 4 affixed to Post Office Publicity Card, sellotape marks at base from 
previous mounting and area of thinning on reverse, otherwise fine. BW 328x, cat AU$200 $60 

330 ** 1958 2/- QANTAS 'Round the World' Flight block of 12 from bottom right corner of sheet, R7/6 
showing variety 'Re-entry to Last A of AUSTRALIA'. One unit mounted, otherwise Superb MUH. BW 
340d, cat AU$100+ $50 

331 ** 1959-62 2d Red-brown Coil Perforation block of 8 from base of Sheet D showing complete Plate 
No. '2' followed by five X's, superb MUH. BW 348zc, cat AU$1000 $250 

332 ** 1959-63 5d Deep Blue Queen Elizabeth II error 'Imperforate at Left' superb MUH. Only nine 
examples were discovered. BW 355bd, cat AU$5000 $2400 

333 ** 1959-64 8d Tiger Cat blocks of 6 from bottom right corner of sheets showing the four states of 
variety 'Retouch to Shading Right of Animal's Head', one being the 'typhoon' retouch, superb MUH. 
BW 358(II)s/sc (24) $180 

334 **/* 1959-64 2/3d Wattle group of plate varieties, with 2/3d Green on Yellow variety 'Oblique Line 
Through Right Side of First T of WATTLE' (R4/9) in MUH block of 4, First Retouch in M strip of 3, 
and Second Retouch in M pair and used; and 2/3d Bright Yellow-green on white paper R4/9 Second 
Retouch in MUH block of 10, and R1/2 variety 'Colour Spot over 2/3 Retouched' in block of 4 
(helecon paper, some gum disturbance). BW cat AU$1150+ (24) $350 

335 ** 1963-65 QEII 5d Red coil perf pairs (25), MUH and mostly in strips of four. BW 402bc cat AU$625, 
SG 354ca cat £475 $60 

336 P 1963-65 Navigators 7/6d Olive James Cook, die proof in issued colour on cream paper 
backed onto thin card (79 x 61mm), adhesions in corners from previous mounting otherwise 
very fine and attractive. This proof has several characteristics differentiating it from the 
presentation die proofs in sunken mounts, and is one of very few proofs from this period 
with a different (though unknown) origin. Unlisted by BW $2200 

337 ** 1964 Guillaux Flight 5d Sage-green block of 16 from top left corner of sheet, R4/4 with variety 'Re-
entry to Second A of AUSTRALIA and Back of Fuselage of Plane'; also block of 6 from bottom right 
corner of sheet, R8/8 with variety 'Weak Entry between Wheel and 5d', both superb MUH. BW 
423d,e, cat AU$560+ $220 

 

Pre-decimal First Day Covers 

338 FDC 1937 (12 May) Coronation Day 'Mitchell' cover with 1d and 2d cancelled at Perth, unaddressed and 
with unsealed flap. Rare $75 

339 FDC 1938 (3 Oct) real photo First Day Postcard for ½d Orange Kangaroo, franked with strip of 3 
cancelled at Yass (NSW), addressed to well-known collector Charles Fawcett in Footscray, Vic. 
Two creases, but a rare first day cover $200 

340 FDC 1941 (10 Dec) registered FDC bearing the three surcharges (2½d on 2d, 31d on 3d and 5½d 
on 5d) and four colour changes (1d Maroon, 1½d Green, 2d Mauve 3d Brown), cancelled 
PARLIAMENT HOUSE/N.S.W. cds. The individual colour changes catalogue AU$500 each $500 

341 FDC 1942 2½d Scarlet KGVI and 3½d Blue KGVI affixed to plain First Day covers (175mm x 120mm) 
tied by fake Canberra City cds of 7 JA 42 and 1 MR 42 respectively. Interesting forgeries (2 covers) $40 

342 FDC 1949 proposed Royal Visit issue, blank first day covers printed in red and blue (2, both 
unfortunately with irrelevant endorsements on face), and in brown; also an enlarged publicity 
photograph of the unissued 3½d stamp featuring Princess Elizabeth (4) $40 

 

Decimal Collector’s Sets 

343 PR/CTO/S 1966 Collector's Specimen Set in glassine envelope in buff folder (C.6103/66 imprint at lower left 
corner on front), comprising 1c - 50c CTO and 75c, $1, $2 and $4 Navigators optd 'SPECIMEN'. 
The first of the decimal folder make-ups. Fine (22 stamps) $80 

344 PR/CTO/S 1968 Collector's Specimen Set in glassine envelope in buff folder (C.6103/66 imprint at lower left 
corner on front), comprising 1966 1c - 4c, 7c - 10c, 24c, 40c and 50c, 1967 5c QEII, 1968 6c - 30c 
Flowers all CTO, plus 75c, $1, $2 and $4 Navigators optd 'SPECIMEN'. Folder dating from after the 
issue of the 1968 Flowers. (22 stamps) $80 
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Decimal Issues 

345 ** 1967 5c Blue QEII horizontal strip of 3 from left of sheet, left-hand pair error 'Imperforate', 
superb MUH. Two sheets of this error were discovered, thus 20 strips exist. BW 444bb cat 
AU$4000, SG 386cb cat £3000 $2000 

346 ** -: horizontal pair from right of sheet with 'Double Perforation', and horizontal pair from left of sheet 
with 'Misplaced Perforation' (3mm to right), both superb MUH. BW 444bb,bc (4) $75 

347 ** 1970 6c Orange QEII horizontal strip of 10 from mis-guillotined sheet showing a stamp-sized blank 
at left and tenth unit guillotined through design. Some toning on reverse on units 1 and 2 otherwise 
fine MUH $80 

348 ** 1971 7c Purple QEII block of 4 from right side of sheet, the right-hand vertical pair showing a 
prominent inking variety due to a pre-printing paper fold, fine MUH $30 

349 ** -: Plate No. '14' block of 10 and strip of 20 from Sheet D, and '-14' strip of 10 and block of 16 from 
Sheet E. Some tone spots, mostly in selvedge, otherwise fine MUH (56) $50 

350 S** 1966 Navigators 75c to $4 optd 'SPECIMEN', the 75c and $1 with 15.5mm opt, very fine MUH (4) $140 

351 ** 1966-73 $1 Navigator Perf 14¾ x 14 superb MUH from top of sheet $50 

352 ** -:  Perf 14¾ x 14 superb MUH $50 

353 P 1968 5c 150th Anniversary of Macquarie Lighthouse Die Proof in Black with Pale Yellow 
lithographed background (issued colours) on wove paper backed onto thin card (48mm x 
37mm). Very fine, and one of five recorded examples, this being the first one to be offered at 
auction $1200 

354 ** 1971-74 7c Sturt's Desert Pea coil pair and single with 'Buff Omitted' (BW 535ce), and pair and 
single with 'Buff and Green Misplaced' (BW unlisted), fine MUH. Cat AU$900+ in 2002 (6) $150 

355 ** 1970 6c Famous Australians Booklet 6c Edward John Eyre from lower right corner of a Booklet 
pane showing strong, slightly misplaced offset on reverse. Very fine MUH with 2009 Ceremuga 
Certificate, few examples recorded. BW 551ca, cat AU$750 $400 

356 P 1972 Prime Ministers Booklet Stamps: W.M. Hughes design 6c Die Proof in Black on tinted 
wove paper backed onto card (83mm x 81mm). These stamps were issued as 7c values, but 
the original dies were engraved when the letter rate was still 6c. Four die proofs with the 
unissued 6c denomination are recorded on various lithographed backgrounds. Very fine, 
and an important proof, with very few die proofs of unissued Australian stamps in private 
hands  $2500 

357 P -: 7c W.M. Hughes design proof in Black on cream wove paper in sunken mount, from the 5-
on steel die + tab used to lay down the plastic alto plate from which the printing electros 
were derived. Superb, and a magnificent proof of which only two examples are recorded and 
which is not represented in the Australia Post collection. Offered here for the first time at 
auction $4000 

358 P 1973 Famous Australians 7c Mary Gilmore Die Proof in Black on wove paper backed onto 
thin card (82mm x 78mm) showing horizontal and vertical guide lines on all sides, very fine. 
Four die proofs exist in private hands, this being the first one to be offered at auction $1800 

359 ** 1973-75 Gemstones 10c Star Sapphire block of 4 'Printed on Gummed Side', one unit toned on 
reverse otherwise fine MUH. BW 648ci cat AU$400 in 2002; SG 552ae cat £200 $100 

360 ** 1983 27c Ulysses Butterfly horizontal pair from top of sheet error 'Imperforate', superb MUH. 
BW 1001c cat AU$600 (2002), SG 791a cat £650 $500 

 

Booklets 

361 B 1919 2/3d Black on Pink cover, no staple, and with partial contents of block of 12 and strip of 4 
1½d Black-brown Single Wmk (missing two stamps), writing in indelible pencil on cover. BW B14A, 
cat AU$4000 $400 

362 B 1930-34 2/- (2d Red KGV Small Multiple Wmk x 12) showing second revision to text, panes with 
Wmk Inverted, some peripheral tone spots, otherwise fine. BW B41Ca, cat AU$500 $150 

363 B 1957-59 4/- (12 x 4d Claret QEII) range, with 'British Empire' (BW B60A) pink stitching (2, one with 
wax interleaving), red stitching, and stapled remake with wax interleaving; and 'British 
Commonwealth' (B60B) with wax interleaving, and stapled remakes (3, one with wax interleaving). 
BW cat (2003) AU$1105 (8) $220 

364 B 1966 60c (4c Red QEII Helecon Ink x 15) Edition DV8 set of six different slogans with 
advertisements 68, 18b, 66, 64, 65, 6, 19b, 52, 16e. BW B71-76Ae (2003), cat AU$780 (6 booklets) $200 
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  Booklets (contd.) 

365 B 1966-67 60c (4c Red QEII Helecon Paper x 15, '9 x 4 in. and 5 3/4 x 3½ in. envelopes . . .' slogan) 
Edition N67/2 with unlisted advertisements 18b, 64, 65, 6, 76, 19c, 16e, fine; and 'Post Early -' 
slogan unlisted Edition V67/2 with advertisements 18b, 76, 73, 75, 74, 19c, 16e BW B98, 100C vars 
(2003), cat AU$260 (2) $100 

366 B 1968 $1 Famous Australians Booklet, Edition N68/3 stapled remake with advertisements 20, 18c, 
19c, 81, 82, 6, 86, 86, 84 (unlisted, and a curious duplication of the same advertisement). The 
stapled remake is unlisted in this edition $100 

 

Postage Dues 

367 S/* 1902 Blank Base overprinted 'SPECIMEN' vertically (as used for Tasmanian U.P.U. distribution), 
range comprising ½d (2), 2d (2), 3d (2), 6d (2) overprint reading down, and 1d (2), 2d, 4d (2) and 8d 
(2) overprint reading up, six with extensive toning, mostly large part original gum, a useful group 
(15). BW cat AU$1500 $400 

368 * -: ½d - 5/- Green Perf 11½-12, fresh and lightly mounted. BW cat AU$765, SG cat £475 (8) $300 

369 ** 1922-30 Third Watermark 1½d Carmine and Bright Yellow-green Mullett imprint block of 4, and 1½d 
Carmine and Yellow-green Ash imprint block of 4, both fine MUH. BW D107za,zb, cat AU$550 (8) $150 

370 C 1903 (May) unstamped 'Tatts' cover to Hobart from Deniliquin (NSW) (backstamp), manuscript '4d 
to pay' in red pencil, and 1902 Blank Base 4d due added and tied by Hobart cds, MY 26 03. Vertical 
crease and closed spike hole, otherwise fine $50T 

371 PPC 1904 (7 Jan) PPC from Southport UK to Strahan (Tas) franked 1d KEVII, with hexagonal framed 
'T/15', and oval '(3)D/MORE TO PAY', 1902 1d and 2d Blank Base dues added mss cancelled by 
pencil  $50T 

 

Cinderellas 

372 **/O/FDC Hutt River Province: Mint, used and FDC collection 1973-1986 on hagners, incl miniature sheets, 
largely complete with some duplication, also 10c - $2 banknotes. Few tone spots on some. With 
booklet titled 'The Birth of a Principality'. (251 stamps, 6 M/S, 22 FDC) $80 

 

Revenues 

373 (*) Beer Duty: 1947 2 gallons - 52 gallons set of 8 labels very fine no gum as issued (8) $220 

 

Postal Stationery 

  Envelopes 

374 PS 1920-24 George V 'Star' Embossed Post Office envelopes cancelled-to-order for U.P.U. 
distribution, comprising 2d Orange (BW EP21w), 2d Red (EP23(1)w), 1½d on 2d Red (EP26w), and 
1½d Red (EP28(1)w (2, one with 'SPECIMEN' receiving authority handstamp applied in 
Bechuanaland, but the envelope unfortunately spoiled by an offset of a registration envelope as a 
result of poor storage conditions). BW cat AU$600+ (5) $150 

375 PS 1923-24 'THREE/HALFPENCE' on 2d Orange 'Star' Embossed revaluing of obsolete stock, said 
to have been only 50 envelopes surcharged. Back flap stuck, otherwise very fine. BW EP24, cat 
AU$750 $300 

376 PS 1928 George V Oval Embossed Dies ½d Orange, 1d Green, 1½d Red, 2d Brown cancelled-to-
order with 'G.P.O./MELBOURNE' cds 20 DE 28 for U.P.U. distribution, few tone spots on three 
lower values. BW EP29,30,31w,32, cat AU$1250 (4) $400 

377 PS 1916-18 ½d Green 'Star' Embossed, stamped-to-order group with various shades, comprising 
Australian Drug Co. (2, both with '20 POSTED' handstamp in violet); Barrow Brothers; Rocke, 
Tompsitt & Co. (with '20 POSTED' in violet); and Howard Smith Ltd. (222 x 96mm), the last three 
users unrecorded in BW. Generally very fine and a scarce group. BW ES25, cat AU$1000 (5) $400 

378 PS 1916-18 ½d Green 'Star' Embossed stamped-to-order envelopes on stock similar to that used for 
the Post Office envelopes prepared for U.P.U. distribution, but without any user identification and 
almost certainly for the Evangelical Lutheran Synod in Victoria, comprising superb unused in yellow-
green shade, and three uprated examples in dull green shade, with 1½d and 2d rates to Rev 
Graebner in Unley (SA) (one taxed but with postage due removed), and a 1½d rate to Rev Darsow 
in Toowoomba, Qld. Very fine and a scarce group BW ES25, cat AU$800 (4) $300 
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  Postal Stationery - Envelopes (contd.) 

379 PS 1922-23 4d Blue King George V Sideface large (270mm x 115mm) manilla envelope for 
Australia's Commerce Pty. Ltd. used at Melbourne (date unclear). Some faults including a 
vertical 20mm tear just left of the stamp impression, but a great rarity with only three 
examples known of the 4d Blue STO envelope, BW ES22, cat AU$5000. Also a cut-out of the 
4d Violet King George Sideface from an STO envelope (not recorded on entire) (2) $1500 

380 PS 1920 1½d Brown Star Embossed + ½d Green Sideface stamped-to-order for Vacuum Oil Co., 
used from Melbourne to Western Australia, 12 March 1921, fine and very scarce. BW ES53, cat 
AU$6000 $350 

381 PS 1930 1d Green + 1d Green George V Oval Embossing stamped-to-order on Texas Company 
window envelope, used at Melbourne 1 October 1930 (the earliest known date). The envelope has 
been somewhat roughly opened, but scarce. BW ES66, cat AU$1000 $400 

382 PS 1938 1d Green George V + 1d Green George VI Oval Embossing uprated with 1d Green 
Queen Elizabeth Die 1 for the 3d foreign rate, used from Hobart to Los Angeles, 2 May 1939. 
A single order of 1,000 was printed of this doubleton, of which it is thought about six 
examples survive. Torn flap extending to a small tear into the face of the envelope, couple of 
small marks but otherwise good. BW ES68, cat AU$4000 $1500 

383 PS Group of used Official envelopes, comprising 2d Red 'Star' Embossed with 'OS' in die used by 
Commonwealth Sub-Treasury Melbourne (22 MY 23) and Commonwealth Treasury Melbourne (3 
MY 24), 1d Red 'Star' Embossed with 'OS' in die used by Commonwealth Sub-Treasury Adelaide 
(25 OCT 28), and 2d Oval Embossed with 'OS' in die used by Commonwealth Sub-Treasury 
Melbourne (29 MY 31) and by an unknown user. Few small faults but generally fine and a useful 
group. BW EO12(2),EO15,EO19(2), cat AU$225 (5) $70 

384 PS Group of large (approx 228 x 102mm) Education Department envelopes, comprising 1½d 
Brown Sideface with 'OS' in electro (2, Type 1 electro used from Charlton to Melbourne 11 MR 26, 
and Type 2 electro used Barongarook to Melbourne 20 MAR 24), 1½d Red 'Star' Embossed with 
'OS' in die used Rutherglen to Melbourne 14 AU 24, and 'THREE/HALFPENCE' on 2d Red 'Star' 
with 'OS' in die used Cape Clear to Melbourne 29 SE 24. Condition fine, and a scarce group. BW 
EO7A,EO7B,EO14,EO15, cat AU$650 (4) $250 

385 PS 1920 2d Orange KGV Sideface with 'OS' in electro stamped-to-order window envelope for 
Commonwealth Treasury, Melbourne, used 19 SEP 1921. Small portion of back flap missing, 
otherwise fine. BW EO9, cat AU$500 $170 

386 PS 1921 2d Orange 'Star' Embossed with 'POSTAGE' added and 'OS' in die stamped-to-order on 
window envelope for Commonwealth Treasury, Melbourne, used 15 DE 21, very fine, BW EO10, 
cat AU$350 $120 

387 PS 1923 'THREE/HALFPENCE' on 2d Red 'Star' Embossed with 'OS' in die, large (228 x 102mm) 
Education Department envelope used from Thornbury to Melbourne, 21 AU 24, fine. BW EO14, cat 
AU$250 $90 

388 PS Military Envelopes: 1916-1919 group of 1d Military Envelopes, comprising 'AUSTRALIAN 
IMPERIAL FORCE' 1st setting (ME1) mint (somewhat grubby); 'A.I.F., ABROAD' 1st setting used 
from Campbelltown (Tas) with pencil endorsement indicating the addressee was a prisoner-of-war 
(minor peripheral damage, and stamp impression damaged at top left), 2nd setting mint (3, one 
addressed but not posted); 'AUSTRALIAN IMPERIAL FORCE, ABROAD' 1st setting mint. BW cat 
AU$1900 (6) $400 

  Envelopes 

389 PS 1922 1d Violet George V Sideface cancelled-to-order with 'G.P.O./MELBOURNE' cds of - MR 23, 
folded once horizontally and very fine. BW W11x, cat AU$75 $50 

390 PS 1951 2½d Brown George VI overprinted SPECIMEN in red for U.P.U. distribution, with horizontal 
fold and vertical crease. BW W25w, cat AU$100 $50 

391 PS 1924 2d Brown George V stamped-to-order on part Illustrated Tasmanian Mail manilla wrapper, 
addressed to California and cancelled Hobart 1925 cds. Tear at left but very rare $400 

392 PS c1950 2½d + 2½d Red King George VI Oval Embossed stamped-to-order used from Melbourne 
to California, 3 MR 50. With 'If you wish your mail delivered/by carrier, have it addressed to/Street 
and number.' and 'Delivery delayed on account/of incomplete address.' instructional markings in 
purple. BW WS28, cat AU$75 $50 

393 PS 1949 4½d 'POSTAGE PAID' Army Medal Section Registered Wrapper for delivery of medals to 
Australian servicemen, superb unused $35 
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  Postal Stationery - Aerogrammes 

394 PS Duplicated collection, largely mint, from 1950 7d up to 1990s, with virtually all issues up to 1980 
represented, incl 1952 (x 3) and 1959 (x 4) Official aerogrammes optd SPECIMEN, FDI cancels, 
many unfolded. Also Reserve Bank of Australia packing slips for various decimal issues (14). A few 
small faults, and including some useful pieces (161 aerogrammes, 14 packing slips) $170 

395 PS Range of various types of SPECIMEN overprints or handstamps, comprising 1950 7d, 1952 
10d, 1953 10d, 1954 10d, 1959 10d, 1960 10d Qantas, 1961 10d Christmas, 1962 10d World 
Power Conference, 1962 10d Christmas, 1962 Commonwealth Games, 1963 Christmas, and 
1965 Christmas, plus 1959 OHMS (both red and violet opts). All folded and very fine. BW cat 
AU$1500 (14) 

396 PS 1944 7d Blue on Yellow-ochre paper, superb unused and unfolded, from the special printing with 
ungummed flap for use in Papua and New Guinea. BW A2C, cat AU$500 $200 

397 PS 1944 7d Blue on Yellowish paper with admonition removed, with Qantas Christmas greetings 
printed cachet on inside, addressed to Hudson Fysh and used from Sydney to England 13 DEC 44, 
fine. BW A2d, cat AU$800 $350 

398 PS c1962 10d Stockman Photogravure Trial Printing (design adapted from the 1949 U.P.U. 
commemorative), used and folded once vertically, with vertical crease at left and a few small 
marks on address panel and reverse. This was produced as one of the first trials printed on 
the Chambon photogravure press, with printings made both in London and later in 
Melbourne after the arrival of the machine. Very rare, and possibly the only example now 
held in private hands, ex the Nita Wilson collection. BW A13E(1), cat AU$2500 $2000 

399 PS 1966 9c Red and Deep Blue handstamped SPECIMEN (35mm x 34mm) in black, believed to be 
used for presentation purposes, rare. Folded, otherwise very fine $200 

400 PS -: handstamped SPECIMEN ONLY (75mm x 7mm) in violet, for use by P.O. Training School, 
scarce. Folded, otherwise very fine. ASC A25 variety $100 

401 PS 1968 10c Light Blue and Orange V Jet design 'OVERSEAS SERVICE' omitted, with large 
(58mm x 16mm) seriffed 'SPECIMEN' overprint in bright pink on face, with two additional strikes on 
reverse. Unused, unfolded and very fine. A rare archival overprint $200 

402 PS -: with 'SPECIMEN ONLY' handstamp in violet-blue, additionally with '5c' surcharge, folded and 
otherwise very fine, a very scarce P.O. Training School Specimen. ASC A29 variety $80 

403 PS 1971 10c Red and Green Jet design, error 'All Green Printing Omitted', unused and folded once 
through middle panel, few other minor creases, rare. ASC A35 variety. (It is possible this error is 
actually A36 or A37, since with the green colour omitted identification is ambiguous) $300 

404 PS -: error 'All Green Printing Omitted', unused and folded, with a few other light creases, otherwise 
fine and rare. ASC A35 variety. (It is possible this error is actually A36 or A37, since with the green 
colour omitted identification is ambiguous) $300 

405 PS 1972 12c Christmas handstamped sans-serif SPECIMEN in blue-violet (55mm x 10mm), and 
handstamped sans-serif TEST LETTER in violet (51mm x 5mm), both unfolded and superb; also 
handstamped sans-serif CANCELLED in blackish-purple (59mm x 10mm) (folded and sealed, slight 
damage at base); and 1971 12c Orange-red and Green Jet design handstamped sans-serif TEST 
LETTER in violet (51mm x 5mm), unfolded and superb. Very scarce, ASC A37,A39 varieties (4) $250 

406 PS -: overprinted sans-serif SPECIMEN (55mm x 10mm) in blue-violet, two examples - one unfolded 
and superb, other folded and sealed with minor soiling, very scarce. ASC A39 variety (2) $120 

407 PS :- handstamped 'TEST LETTER' in violet, unused (folded and sealed, very fine), and two further 
examples sealed but unaddressed cancelled by multiple strikes of Adelaide machine cancels in 
1978 (both creased and somewhat soiled presumably caused by passage through cancelling 
machinery), a scarce group. ASC A39 varieties (3) $150 

408 PS 1974 20c Red and Green Jet design, error 'Portion of Stamp Impression and Other Printing on 
Front Panel Omitted', folded and unused, and with several other light creases including one 
vertically. A spectacular error, ASC 43 variety $250 

409 PS 1976 25c Red and Black Jet design, error 'Red Omitted', unused and folded and with few light 
creases. Apparently caused by a large misplacement of paper fold during printing, as the red 
'AEROGRAMME' heading appears printed diagonally on the lower panel. A rare and spectacular 
error, ASC A46 variety $300 

410 PS -: unfolded with large margins at top and left caused by paper fold subsequent to printing but prior to 
die-cutting, and showing '034540' marginal marking at upper left, and small portion of further 
marginal marking at right, normally trimmed off prior to issue. Unusual, ASC A46 variety $100 

411 PS 1980 33c Red and Blue Jet design, error 'Red Omitted' unused and folded, very fine. A rare and 
spectacular error, ASC A52 variety $300 
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  Postal Stationery - Aerogrammes (contd.) 

412 PS 1983 40c Jet design handstamped 'SUPERSEDED' in violet (57mm x 14mm) (Hang-gliding 
design, x 2), and another handstamped TEST MAIL in blue (45mm x 9mm, Hot Air Ballooning 
design), superb and very scarce (3) $120 

413 PS 1952 'Postage/Paid' OHMS airletters, three examples used from Melbourne, 23 APR 1954 to 
Maine, 31 AUG 55 to England and 10 MAY 1960 to New York, last with variety 'White Flaw 
Between A and I of MAIL' and showing typewritten corrections 'HER over 'HIS' and 
'AEROGRAMME' over 'AIRLETTER', all fine. BW AO1, cat AU$175 (3) $120 

414 PS c1952 'POSTAGE/PAID' OHMS airletter used from Melbourne to Sao Paulo, Brazil, 18 
September 1953, inside with typed publicity for the 3d Tasmanian Stamp Centenary issue, 
very fine. The rare variant with 'POSTAGE/PAID in capitals, BW AO2, cat AU$750 $500 

 

Postal History 

415 C 1898 (Mar) 'POSTMASTER-GENERAL/FRANK STAMP' on OHMS envelope with printed 
'FEDERAL CONVENTION./PARLIAMENT HOUSE, MELBOURNE.' at lower left, addressed to 
Hobart and cancelled in transit by the 'LAUNCESTON' vertical oval obliterator. Sent by Henry 
Dobson, former Tasmanian Premier and Tasmanian delegate to the Convention. Back flap largely 
missing, otherwise fine and an interesting precursor for a Commonwealth collection $120 

416 C/PPC 1913-14 covers (8) and postcards (2) franked with 1d Kangaroo, toning on some, the covers all 
from the same correspondence to Amaroo (NSW) $75 

417 C 1913 (Mar) cover to San Francisco franked 2½d Kangaroo First Wmk tied by double boxed 
'PACKET BOAT' and by Wellington (NZ) cds, 27 MR 13, several pin holes at left otherwise a fine 
paquebot usage on the NZ Marine PO $70 

 

B.C.O.F. Issue 

418 ** 1946 ½d to 5/- (thick paper) very fine MUH (7) $200 

419 * -: ½d to 5/- (thick paper) large part OG and lightly hinged (7) $120 

 

Rest of the World 

Ascension 

420 * 1938-53 KGVI Definitives ½d to 10/- set of all colours and perfs lacking only 1d Black and Yellow-
orange perf 13½ and 1½d Black and Vermilion Perf 14, large part OG and lightly hinged, very fine. 
SG cat £630+ (28) $300 

 

Basutoland 

421 * 1938 KGVI Definitives ½d to 10/- large part OG, lightly hinged and fine. SG 18-28, cat £110 (11) $40 
 

Bechuanaland 

422 * 1938-52 KGVI Definitives ½d to 10/- with additional shades of ½d, 1d and 6d, also 1937 
Coronation set and 1948 Royal Silver Wedding, all fine and lightly hinged (19) $60 

 

Belgium 

423 **/*/O Collection on hagners, with 1865 10c, 30c, 40c imperf reprints, 1883 50c Violet U on piece, 1934 
Sunday stamps incl 1f Carmine on Green, 1905-08 1f Orange, Orange-yellow Sunday stamps, 25c 
to 3f75c Telephone Stamps, 1918 Red Cross Fund to 50c + 50c, 1920 Railway Parcels to 5f, 1921 
Railway Parcels 2f, 3f, 15f, 20f, 1923-31 Railway Parcels range, 1930 Antwerp Philatelic Exhibition, 
1931 Disabled Soldiers, 1935 Brussels Philatelic Exhibition miniature sheets (all with faults), range 
of later issues up to 1970s. Mostly mint, some faults but many useful stamps (220M, 19U, 4 M/S) $200 
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Bermuda 

424 O 1922-34 Watermark Multiple Script CA 2/6d Grey-black and Pale Orange-vermilion on Grey-blue 
very fine but fiscally used. SG 89h, cat £2750 for postally used $100 

 

British Antarctic Territory 

425 ** 1963-77 collection arranged on hagners, complete other than for some perf or paper varieties of 
the 1973 and 1975-81 definitives, some slight duplication, all superb MUH (108 stamps + 1 M/S) $220 

 

British Honduras 

426 S 1923 KGV 2c Brown overprinted small type 'SPECIMEN' in black, affixed to piece. Ex Portuguese 
India Archives $25 

 

British Indian Ocean Territory 

427 ** Range on hagners, complete from 1968 to 1973 Easter issue (except for 1969 2r25c) and 
including 1968 opt set and 1968 definitives, all superb MUH (47 + 1 M/S) $50 

 

British Solomon Islands 

428 * 1907 Large Canoes ½d to 1/- large part OG, lightly hinged and generally fine. SG 1-7, cat £275 $160 

429 O 1914-23 Watermark Multiple Crown CA 10/- Green and Red on green and £1 Purple and black on 
Red, both fine used and cancelled Tulagi cds. SG 37-38, cat £185 $160 

 

Brunei 

430 * Japanese Occupation: One-line Overprint in Violet 1c, 2c Orange, 4c, 5c, 6c Scarlet, 6c Greenish-
grey, 8c Red, 10c, 12c, 15c, 25c, $1 typical toned large part OG and lightly mounted, 6c Scarlet 
with vertical crease and tone spot. SG cat £827 (12) $180 

431 ** -: 1c Black, 2c Orange, 3c Blue-green, 6c Greenish-grey, 8c Red, MUH but with typical gum loss 
and toning due to climatic conditions. SG J1,3,4,7,10, cat £98 (5) $40 

 

Cape of Good Hope 

432 * 1855-63 Triangulars Perkins Bacon Printings 1d Rose, even margins and part OG, fine 
appearance. SG 5a, cat £750 $400 

433 O -: 1d Rose, even margins and very fine. SG 5a, cat £300 $200 

434 O -: 6d Pale Rose-lilac, even margins and very lightly cancelled leaving the profile clear, very fine. SG 
7, cat £300 $200 

435 * 1863-64 Triangulars De La Rue Printings 4d Steel-blue part OG and very fine apart from a 
small thin at left. An attractive example of this scarce shade, with 1972 BPA Certificate. SG 
19c, cat £2500 $1200 

 

Cayman Islands 

436 * 1921-26 KGV Definitives Watermark Multiple Script CA ¼d (2, shades), ½d, 1d, 1½d, 2d, 2½d, 
3d, 4½d, 6d (2, shades), 2/- (2, shades), 3/- and 5/-, part OG and generally fine (15) $50 

 

Cocos (Keeling) Islands 

437 CTO 1990-91 Surcharges 1c on 30c to $1.20 on 15c plus Official 43c on 90c CTO and lightly hinged, 
Official with two tiny tone spots (7) $60 

 

Cook Islands 

438 O 1901 Crown Overprint on 1d Brown fine used. SG 22, cat £140 $70 
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Cuba 

439 MS 1940 Centenary of First Postage Stamp miniature sheet with 10c brown block of 4 (4, no gum as 
issued, one damaged) and CTO (11), most accompanied by Ministerio de Comunicaciones folder 
describing the issue. Few with tone spots, but generally very fine. SG MS444, cat £225 (15 
miniature sheets) $80 

 

El Salvador 

440 **/O/C 1946 Fourth Centenary of San Salvador's City Charter miniature sheet perf M (2), and imperf M 
(2), U on piece, and used on covers (7). Toning on some, but mostly fine (7 M/S and 7 covers). SG 
MS949a, cat £60+ $40 

 

Fiji 

441 */O 1902-74 mint and used collection mounted on leaves, with a few KEVII, KGV incl 1922-27 to 5/- 
U, then from KGVI more or less complete, 1938-55 incl most perf changes, QEII definitive sets 
largely complete M & U, commems more or less complete M. Few with small faults, but largely fine 
to very fine (253M and 144U) $160 

442 */(*) 1871 'CR' Definitives 1d Blue, 3d Pale Yellow-green, 6d Rose, two of each in contrasting shades, 
both 1d no gum, others part OG. Some small perf faults typically associated with this issue, but of 
good appearance, ex Col. Evans. SG 10-12, cat £720 (6) $300 

443 O 1891-93 Surcharges used selection, with ½d on 1d Dull blue, 2½d on 2d Green, 5d on 6d Rose 
(2mm) (4), 5d on 6d Rose (3mm) (3), also 1878-99 4d on 1d Mauve and 4d on 2d Mauve (straight 
edge). Few small faults but generally good, ex Col. Evans. SG cat £880 (14) $180 

444 E/PS Cinderella: Fiji Cake Fair Essay/Proof (55x45mm) in Deep Claret on Green paper. Small faults as 
to be expected, still very scarce $450 

445 C 1949 (10 Oct) first day cover to Sydney with U.P.U. 2d, 3d, and 8d tied by Suva cds, and with 
boxed 'CESSION DAY/1949' rubber slogan $30 

 

France 

446 O 1849 Ceres Imperf 15c Green on bluish-green good margins three sides, close to touching on left, 
cancelled star obliterator. SG 4, cat £1100 $250 

447 O -: 1f Carmine good margins all round and cancelled lozenge obliterator, small ironed out crease in 
top left corner. SG 19, cat £1000 $250 

448 (*) 1863 Laureated 40c Orange no gum and slightly soiled. SG 119, cat £600 $200 

449 ** 1927 Strasbourg Philatelic Exhibition miniature sheet large part but somewhat patchy OG and 
with patch of black mount adhering from previous storage, tiny defect at bottom right corner. SG 
454b, cat £750 $350 

 

French Southern & Antarctic Territories 

450 **/* 1956-60 Definitives 30c, 40c, 50c, 1f, 50f and 100f, two high values lightly hinged, others MUH (6) $40 

451 ** -: 50f Black and Olive-green and 100f Black and Blue superb marginal MUH, popular penguin 
thematics (2) $50 

 

Germany 

452 PR/** Germany (West): 1963 (7 Oct) 7th Postal Congress at Karlsruhe, presentation folder containing 
1962-63 issues, minor cover blemish, stamps fresh unmounted $25 

 

German Colonies 

453 O Marianas Islands: 1901 Yachts No Watermark 3pf to 5m fine used (50pf and 80pf on small pieces) 
all cancelled by Saipan cds of various dates (13) $400 

454 CTO German New Guinea: 1901 Opts on Germany No Watermark 3pf to 50pf CTO part OG and fine. 
SG 1-6, cat £110 (6) $80 

455 * Samoa: 1900 'Samoa' Opts on Germany 3pf to 50pf, fresh with large part OG and lightly mounted. 
SG G1-6, cat £140 (6) $80 
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Gilbert & Ellice Islands 

456 **/* 1911-1975 collection on hagners, virtually all mint, with 1911 Pandanus Pines set, 1912-24 ½d to 
1/-, and from 1935 to 1975 complete incl 1939-55 ½d to 5/-, 1948 Silver Wedding set, 1956 ½d to 
10/-, and 1940 postage dues, issues from 1960 MUH. Plus Gilbert Islands 1976-79 complete MUH 
(lacking rare 50c opt), and Tuvalu 1976-84 virtually complete MUH (lacking the rare opts). Many 
sets of thematic interest. (615 stamps, 22 M/S, 1 bkt) $180 

457 */O 1939-1974 mint and (largely) used collection mounted on leaves mostly complete (some sets 
mixed M & U), many 1970-74 commem sets in CTO blocks of 4, generally very fine (80M and 227U) $70 

 

Great Britain 

458 O 1840 1d Black Plate 1b pair lettered 'QD-QE' cancelled by red Maltese Cross, good margins 
all round and very fine $600 

459 C -: Plate 2 pair lettered 'AA-AB', close to large margins all round, tied by black Maltese Crosses to 
1841 (20 Apr) outer from Burton-on-Trent to London. Two vertical filing creases, one through centre 
of pair but not adversely affecting appearance, otherwise fine $400 

460 O -: Plate 6 lettered 'PJ', small to good margins, cancelled black Maltese Cross $100 

461 O/^ 1841 1d Imperf (138), mostly used on small pieces (one apparently unused, 45 cancelled with 
Maltese Crosses; also 1841 2d Imperf (9, incl vertical strip of 3), 1d perf 16 or 14 (57, mostly on 
small pieces), 2d perf (2); and letters in four corners 1d (55, mostly on small pieces) and 2d (5), few 
later issues, and a defective 1d Black. Some faults but many 4-margin stamps, and an old-time lot 
that has not had the eyes of an experienced plater cast over it (approx 270 stamps) $150 

462 * -: horizontal strip of 3 lettered 'PA-PC', cut into at lower left and vertical crease through right-hand 
unit, good colour and fine appearance with large part OG $150 

463 C -: Plate 40 lettered 'HD' (good to large margins all round) tied by two strikes of No. '9' in Maltese 
Cross obliterator on 1844 (12 Jan) entire to Dunfermline, Scotland. Two vertical filing creases, 
otherwise very fine $200 

464 C -: Plate 175 lettered 'MI' tied by London '29' numeral on 1854 (13 Jan) cover to Gravesend, 
small to large margins, with flap tears and otherwise fine. Plate 175 is rare imperforate (and 
more so on cover), most sheets from this plate being perforated prior to issue $500 

465 O 1847-54 Embossed 10d Brown Die 2 horizontal pair cancelled London '23' obliterator touched or 
cut into on all sides, but fine appearance. SG 57, cat £3000 $300 

466 ^ 1873-80 3d Rose Plate 19 lettered 'FK', 6d Grey Plate 15 lettered 'EG' and 1/- Green Plate 13 
lettered 'IF' affixed to small piece, each cancelled by 'B01' obliterator used for cancellation 
experiments and with attempts to clean postmarks. Cut from a De La Rue Appendix Sheet, unusual 
and scarce $120 

467 O 1883-84 Watermark Anchor 10/- Ultramarine on White Paper lettered 'DB' cancelled 
Northampton squared circle ds fine apart from slight soiling at top. SG 183, cat £525 $200 

468 O -: lettered 'IB' cancelled central Belfast cds, well-centred and fine apart from some minor soiling. SG 
183, cat £525 $200 

469 O -: lettered 'IH', centred left and shortish perfs at top, neat Manchester/Telegraphs cancellation. SG 
183, cat £525 $120 

470 O 1888 £1 Brown-lilac Watermark Orbs lettered 'DD', cancelled boxed 'C.H.B./G.P.O.' and with 
portion of 'MANCHESTER/TELEGRAPH' cds NO 30 88. A very attractive example of this 
stamp free of any defects. SG 186, cat £4250 $1200 

471 O 1902-10 King Edward VII 2/6d U (4) in distinctive shades, two with dated cancels, two with parcel 
post cancels, fine appearance with good colour (4) $120 

472 **/* 1959-68 Watermark Multiple Crowns Castles 2/6d - £1 De La Rue printings, 2/6 and 5/- (from 
lower right corner with two dots) lightly hinged, 10/- and £1 MUH. SG 595-598, cat £195 $100 

473 * 1985-91 Harrison & Sons Ltd presentation folders, each containing a set of commemorative 
stamps, some minor foxing around the edges of some (44 folders) $120 

474 O Perfins: KGV Seahorses (Bradbury Wilkinson printings) with 'C OF A' perfins as used by Australia 
House in London, comprising 2/6d (3, with upright, inverted and inverted and reversed punctures) 
and 5/- (3, with upright, inverted and inverted and reversed punctures), all with parcel cancels, a 
couple of insignificant faults, but fine for these and a scarce group (6) $300 
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  Great Britain - Postal History 

475 C 1850 (12 Jan) entire to Boston franked 1841 1d (three margins) and cut-to-shape 1/- Embossed 
tied by Liverpool '466' numerals, endorsed 'per "Niagara" ', with straight-line 'PAID' and '5/CENTS' 
accountancy mark, both in red. Fine appearance $150 

476 C 1856 (1 Feb) cover with 1d Watermark Large crown Perf 14 tied by Belfast 62 'Spoon' duplex in 
greenish-blue, Lurgan and Moira arrival backstamps $180 

477 C 1858 (Feb 11) cover with 1d Wmk Large Crown Perf 14 (cut with scissors and straight edge at 
top and partly at right and base) tied by Pearson Hill Code A London machine canceller. 
Filing hole at upper left, otherwise very fine and scarce $500 

478 C 1864 (24 Apr) cover from Dublin to Mauritius with 1862-64 4d Plate 4 'IF' and 6d Plate 3 'FB' tied by 
Dublin '186' duplexes, Mauritius and Souillac backstamps (24 and 25 MY 64 respectively), and with 
'4½d' accountancy handstamp in red. Few flap tears, and a fine example of the 10d via Marseilles 
rate.  $200 

479 C 1867 (25 Mar) entire to Oporto, Portugal, franked with 1867-80 6d Plate 6 strip of 3 lettered 'PJ-PL' 
cancelled indistinct obliterators, endorsed 'Via France & Spain', with oval 'PD' in red, oval framed 
'FRANCA', and London despatch and Porto arrival backstamps. Stained at right, otherwise fine $250 

480 C 1870 (Aug 3) entire to Oporto, Portugal, franked 1867-80 6d Plate 8 wing-margin pair lettered 'QG-
QH' tied by London '90' duplexes, endorsed 'Portugal via France' and with oval framed 'FRANCA' 
and Porto arrival backstamp (8 8 70), fine $200 

  Channel Islands 

481 ** Guernsey 1969 ½d to £1 plus commems up to 1973, Jersey 1969 ½d to £1 plus commems up to 
1973, also 1941 ½d and 1d and 1943 ½d to 3d, few earlier regionals, all superb MUH (131) $60 

 

Guatemala 

482 ** 1933 Official Air surcharges, 1p20c on 1915-16 1p Green (64) and 1p20c on 1919-22 1p Green 
(20, one block of 8 stuck together), various opt varieties apparent, SG O369, O388, cat £914 (84) $220 

483 **/O 1938 150th Anniversary of U.S. Constitution miniature sheet (8, one cancelled), several with tone 
spots or rubbing. SG MS367b, cat £70 $30 

 

Honduras 

484 **/O 1940 50th Anniversary of Pan-American Union miniature sheet perf (3) and imperf (2), 1945 opt 
for Allied Victory perf (9, one cancelled) and imperf, 1949 opt for U.P.U. Anniversary perf. A number 
are toned or with slight damage, SG cat £102 (15 M/S) $50 

 

Iceland 

485 * 1930 Parliamentary Millenary Air 15a to 1k large part OG and lightly mounted, couple with minor 
tone spots on reverse. SG 174-178, cat £140 $100 

 

Indian States 

486 REV Bhor State: 1a Purple-brown Receipt Stamp (7) tied to piece of document, one with error 'Frame 
Inverted', some staining from affixing of adhesives, otherwise fine and very scarce. Koeppel & 
Manners 151/151a, cat US$1500 $300 

 

Indonesia 

487 **/*/CTO Stockbook with large accumulation of 1950s-1970s issues, often in fresh MUH blocks of 4, with 
value in thematic sets (fish, flowers, etc). SG cat £600+ with quantity of CTO not counted (220 sets, 
7 booklets, etc) $180 

 

Ireland 

488 * 1937 St. Patrick 2/6d Emerald-green, 5/- Maroon and 10/- Deep Blue large part OG and lightly 
mounted. SG 102-104, cat £450 (3) $180 
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Japan 

489 **/* 1948 Third National Athletic Meeting 5y Green block of 16 from top of sheet (four se-tenant block 
of 4), folded vertically in three places, couple of minor gum bends and mounted in selvedge only, 
very fine. SG 509a, cat £160 $80 

 

Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika 

490 * 1938-54 1c to £1 KGVI Pictorial Definitives duplicated range with some perf varieties, comprising 
1c (2), 5c Black and Green, 5c Brown and Orange (2), 10c Brown and Orange, 10c Black and 
Green (2), 15c, 20c, 30c (2), 50c, 1/- (2), 2/-, 3/- (2), 5/- (2), 10/- (3) and £1 (2), also 1948 Silver 
Wedding 20c and £1. Fine and lightly hinged. SG cat £550+ $150T 

491 ** 1954-59 QEII Definitives 5c to £1 (including both types of 15c) in fresh MUH blocks of 4. SG 167-
180, cat £520 (60) $250 

 

Korea (North) 

492 **/CTO Stockbook with highly thematic assemblage often in blocks of 4 with Lady Diana, Transport, Nature, 
etc. Not commonly handled in Australia, few extra CTO not counted SG cat £600+ (264 stamps + 
75MS)  $160 

 

Latvia 

493 */O Group of three scarce issues, with 1919 Liberation of Riga on pelure paper 5k, 15k, 35k in M 
blocks of 4 (large part OG), 1930 J, Rainis Memorial Fund perf 11½ 1 +2s to 15 + 30s U, and 1933 
Wounded Latvian Airmen Fund 2 + 52s to 20+70s perf 11½ U, and imperf U on pieces, all fine (28) $120 

494 O Second Republic 1991 onwards commercially used collection with duplication on hagners in binder, 
from early overprints with many complete sets and singles. Rarely seen country (800+U, 5MS) $85 

 

Leeward Islands 

495 **/* 1938-51 ¼d to £1 basic set (both 1d dies), most lightly hinged mint, however the 10/- and £1 are 
MUH, all very fine. SG Cat £200 (20) $90 

Malayan States 

496 CTO Japanese Occupation of Kelantan: 1945 Sunagawa Seal 6c on 25c Vermilion and Violet CTO 
with portion of Kota Bharu cds in violet, minor gum bend, otherwise fine. SG J20, cat £250 $180 

 

Malta 

497 * 1935 Silver Jubilee of King George V ½d to 1/-, the 6d and 1/- with variety 'Lightning Conductor', 
large part OG and very lightly hinged. SG 210,211,212c,213c, cat £600+ (4) $320 

 

Mauritius 

498 O 1848-59 Post Paid 1d and 2d Intermediate Impressions, former margins all round but thinned 
at top, latter cancelled numeral '3' and cut into two sides; 1d and 2d Worn Impressions both 
with target cancels, 1d small margins all round, 2d touched/cut into two sides; and 1d and 2d 
Latest Impressions small stamps but both with clear margins. SG cat £11000 (6) $2000 

499 O -: 1d Red on Bluish Paper Latest Impression position [3] on plate, cancelled void grid and 
with four large to very large margins. Ironed out crease in top margin, otherwise very fine. 
SG 23, cat £800 $750 

500 O -: 1d Red-brown on Greyish Paper Latest Impression position [9] on plate cancelled void 
grid, four large margins (showing portion of adjoining unit at base). A very fine example ex 
Burrus and Kanai, and with Briefmarkenprufstelle Certificate (2002). SG 24, cat £800 $900 

501 O -: 1d Red-brown on Greyish Paper Latest Impression, cancelled boxed 'FREE', four large 
margins, marginal tear at lower right just impinging on design. SG 24, cat £800 $500 

502 O -: 2d Blue on Bluish Paper Latest Impression position [8] on plate, cancelled by indistinct 
concentric circles obliterator, good to large margins all round and fine. With Sismondo 
Certificate (2005). SG 25, cat £1200 $900 
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  Mauritius (contd.) 

503 * 1858-62 Imperf (4d) Green, four good margins and part OG, very fine other than for minor toning in 
left bottom margin, signed 'AD(iena)'. SG 27, cat £450 $400 

504 O -: (4d) Green with four even margins, very fine used with a light strike of the obliterator, Senf 
guarantee mark on reverse. SG 27, cat £200 $180 

505 C -: (4d) Green (four good margins) tied by void grid to lower right of 1859 (12 Jun) entire from 
Port Louis to Marseilles, 'GPO/MAURITIUS' double circle despatch ds on reverse, and with 
handstruck '8' (decimes) due from addressee. Horizontal filing crease, otherwise very fine, 
signed 'AD(iena)' and with 1984 BPA Certificate. SG cat from £600 on cover $900 

506 * -: (9d) Dull Magenta, even margins all round, with small part OG and of fine appearance. BPA 
Certificate (1960). SG 29, cat £900 $600 

507 O 1859 2d Deep Blue Sherwin just cut into at top and touched at upper left, small vertical cut 
just impinging on design at bottom right corner. Neat target cancel and a presentable 
example of this rarity. SG 40, cat £8000 $1200 

508 (*) 1859 Dardenne 2d Pale Blue unused with four margins (just clear at left), thinned at centre 
top, and minor adhesions on surface at top left. A rare stamp of fineappearance. SG 44, cat 
£5000  $1750 

509  C 1860-63 No Watermark 4d Rose (2) cancelled B53 obliterator on 1864 (12 Jan) cover to Deux-
Sevres, France. 'P.D.' in red, and reverse with Mauritius despatch cds in blue, and with Paris transit 
and Beauvoir-S-Niort arrival datestamps. Small cover tear at base, and with flap tears, otherwise 
fine  $120 

510 * 1863-72 Watermark Crown CC 1/- Blue, part OG with wing margin at right, two small tone spots, 
otherwise fine. SG 69, cat £130 $100 

 

Nauru 

511 */O 1916-23 Overprints on Great Britain small range on hangers, with ½d to 1/- M sets (2) plus 2d, 1/- 
U, 2d Die II M, and 2d, 2½d variety 'Broken N' U; 1923 13½mm opt ½d, 1d, 1½d (2), 2d (3) M and 
½d U; Seahorses 2/6 (4), 5/- (4) De La Rue printings M. Generally fine most with large part OG. SG 
cat minimum £970+ (43) $450 

512 **/* -: 2/6d Brown (MLH), 5/- Bright Carmine (MUH), 10/- Deep Bright Blue (MLH, slightly toned gum) 
De La Rue printings, fine appearance. SG 21,22,23d, cat £670 (3) $350 

513 * -: 10/- Deep Bright Blue De La Rue printing, somewhat heavily hinged otherwise fine. SG 23d, cat 
£500 $320 

514 **/* 1924-48 'Freighter' Definitives Rough Paper ½d to 10/- large part OG and lightly hinged (few 
lower values MUH), mixed centring as usual and good colour, fine. SG 26-39A, cat £225 (14) $150 

515 */O -: Smooth Shiny Paper ½d (both perfs) to 10/- fine large part OG and lightly hinged, also 1935 Silver 
Jubilee M & U sets (23) $150 

516 * -: Smooth Shiny Paper ½d (perf 14) to 10/- set, very fine and large part OG, lightly hinged. SG 26-
39B, cat £200 (14) $150 

 

New Caledonia 

517 ** 2000-2004 issues in stockbook (some duplication) incl mini-sheets, together with French Polynesia 
issues for a similar period, all fine MUH, cat AU$1200+ (New Caledonia 254M + 20M/S, French 
Polynesia 206M + 5M/S) $250 

 

Newfoundland 

518 FDC 1937 Coronation of George VI long set 1c to 48c affixed to large registered plain first day cover 
addressed to David Field Ltd London, cancelled double circle 'REGISTERED ST. JOHN'S N.F.' ds. 
Horizontal crease not affecting stamps, otherwise fine $30 

 

New Guinea 

519 * 1914 G.R.I. Surcharges (6mm setting) 2½d on 20pf Ultramarine, lightly hinged and very fine. SG 
6, cat £110 $70 

520 * 1914 G.R.I. Surcharges (5mm Setting) 2½d on 10pf Carmine, lightly hinged and very fine, 
German dealer's guarantee mark on reverse. SG 20, cat £225 $150 
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  New Guinea (contd.) 

521 * 1914 G.R.I. Surcharges on Marshall Islands 1d on 5pf green, 2d on 10pf Carmine and 2d on 20pf 
Ultramarine (2, one with vertical bend), part OG and of fine appearance. SG 51,52,53, cat £159 (4) $80 

522 * 1915 'O.S./G.R.I.' Surcharges on German New Guinea 1d on 3pf Brown strip of 3 and single and 
1d on 5pf Green, one stamp in strip almost detached, large part OG and very fine. SG O1/2, cat 
£228 (5) $120 

523 **/* 1915-1922 NWPI Overprints range with Kangaroos 1st Wmk 2d (2), 2½d, 3d Die I, 9d; 2nd Wmk 
9d, 2/-; 3rd Wmk 2/-, £1; George V ½d (2), 1d, 4d, 5d; Fifth Setting Kangaroos 2d, 2½d, 3d Dies I 
and II, 6d (2), 9d (2), 1/-, 2/-, 5/- and George V ½d, 1d (2), 4d (3), 5d (2), 1d Violet (3), 2d Orange 
(3), 2d Red (2), 4d Violet (2), 4d Ultramarine (2), plus Large Multi Wmk ½d (2). All fine with some 
MUH (47) $400 

524 O -: 1d on 5d Brown and 1d on 1/- Green Surcharges, cancelled Aitape and Rabaul cds respectively, 
fine. SG 100-101, cat £160 (2) $90 

525 * 1919-23 NWPI Overprints Fifth Setting 1d Carmine-red Die II, large part OG and lightly hinged. 
SG 103b, cat £110 $70 

526 * -: 4d Ultramarine variety 'Splintered S.W. Corner' (1L59), superb with trace of hinge. SG 124 variety $50 

527 **/*/(*) 1925-27 'Huts' Definitives ½d to £1, fresh colour but some with gum toning or spots, and mixed 
MUH or lightly hinged, and 10/- and £1 no gum. SG 125-136, cat £400 (13) $100 

528 F -: £1 Panelli forgery 'die proof' in olive-grey (62mm x 42mm) showing guide crosses at left and right, 
very fine $400 

529 */(*) 1931 'Huts' Air Mail Overprints ½d to £1 part OG and generally lightly hinged, odd tone spots 
(some gum toning on £1), the 6d with variety 'Short I in MAIL'; also the same variety on additional 
examples of the 2/- (no gum) and 5/- (MUH). SG 137-149, cat £250+ (15) $180 

530 **/* 1931 Dated Birds Ordinary 1d to £1, Air Mail ½d to £1, and OS 1d to 5/-, and 1932 Undated 
Birds Ordinary 1d to £1, Air Mail ½d to £1, and OS 1d to 5/-, all very fine and generally lightly 
hinged or MUH (all high values are hinged). SG 150-203 and O31-54, cat £1725 (82) $1200 

531 * 1931 Dated Birds 1d to £1 large part OG and lightly hinged, fresh. SG 150-162, cat £425 (13) $280 

532 * -: Air Mail Overprints ½d to £1 large part OG and generally lightly hinged, fresh. SG 163-176, cat 
£300 (14) $200 

533 * 1932-34 Undated Birds 1d to £1 large part OG and lightly hinged, fresh. SG 177-189, cat £250 
(15) $180 

534 **/* -: 1d to 2/- in Ash imprint blocks of 4, MUH or lightly hinged, some typical gum creases and a few 
minor tone spots otherwise very fine. SG 177-186 (48) $400 

535 P -: 2d Sunken Die Proof in Red on sunken card with manuscript '11/3/32.' minor flap fault 
otherwise a superb item free of tone spots. The only recorded example, and a superb item 
for a "Bird" or New Guinea exhibit $4000 

536 * -: Air Mail Overprints ½d to £1 large part OG and lightly hinged, fresh. SG 190-203, cat £250 (16) $180 

537 * 1935 Bulolo Goldfields £2 Bright Violet and £5 Emerald-green, well-centred and lightly 
hinged. SG 204-5, cat £1100 $750 

538 * -: £2 Bright Violet and £5 Emerald-green large part OG and lightly hinged, £2 with Sanabria 
h/s on reverse. SG 204-205, cat £1100 (2) $750 

539 ** -: £2 Bright Violet superb MUH. SG 204, cat £350+ $450 

540 ** -: £2 Bright Violet fine MUH, some gum toning. SG 204, cat £350 $350 

541 F -: £2 Bulolo Goldfields Panelli forgery 'die proof' in violet (45mm x 32mm), slight wrinkles otherwise 
fine and scarce $400 

542 ** -: £5 Emerald-green MUH but water-damaged at base causing loss of a small amount of gum, 
nevertheless very fine facial appearance. SG 205, cat £750 $300 

543 **/* -: £5 Emerald-green Ash imprint block of 4, lower pair MUH, upper pair with slight gum 
toning and light vertical crease through right-hand pair. Nevertheless a rare imprint block of 
which very few can exist. SG 205, cat £3000+ $3000 

544 * 1939 Bulolo Goldfields ½d to £1 very fine and lightly hinged, some small gum thins caused 
by hingeing. SG 212-225, cat £1100 (13) $900 

545 O -: ½d to £1, 2/- with significant thin, otherwise fine used and generally well-centred. SG 212-225, cat 
£850 (14) $380 
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  New Guinea (contd.) 

546 **/* 12939 Bulolo Goldfields duplicated mint selection with ½d (4), 1d (5), 1d ()5), 2d (5), 3d (2), 4d 
(3), 5d (2), 6d (2), 9d (2), 1/- (2), 2/-, 5/-, 10/- and £1, plus 1½d and 2d ash imprint blocks of 4, 
and ½d and 3d sheets of 30. Few small faults but mostly very fine and MUH or lightly hinged 
(10/- and £1 very fine) (104) $1000 

547 * Officials: 1925-31 'Huts' optd 'OS' 1d to 2/-, large part OG and lightly hinged. SG O22-30, cat £70 
(9)  $50 

548 * -: 1931 Dated Birds optd 'OS' large part OG and lightly mounted, fine. SG 031-41, cat £225 $150 

549 * -: 1932-34 Undated Birds optd 'OS' large part OG and lightly mounted, fine. SG 042-54, cat £275 
(13)  $170 

 

New Hebrides 

550 ** Stockbook with MUH collection of New Hebrides and Vanuatu including Orchids Definitives/WWF in 
pairs, and range of other sets not often seen, few older issues at back, retail AU$450+. SG cat 
£150+ (43 sets, 6MS, 4 sheets, etc) $170 

 

New Zealand 

551 **/* Collection on hagners, smattering on earlier stamps, then 1935 to 1986 largely complete on a 
simplified basis (no pre-decimal postal fiscals and few Officials), and including 1935 Pictorial set, 
1953-58, 1960-66, 1967-70 definitive sets (incl $4-$10 postal fiscals), few Ross Dependency and 
Life Insurance, etc. Up to 1960 mixed */**, thereafter superb MUH. Also 1973, 1975 1976 (x 2), 
1977, 1978 (x 2), 1979, 1980, 1981, 1983 collector's sets and a few PO Packs and booklets (600 
stamps, 10 M/S, plus collector's sets and packs) $300 

552 ** 1944 10d on 1½d Surcharge, 1949 Health 1d + ½d and 2d + 1d, 1950 Health 1d + ½d and 2d + 
1d, 1951 Health 1d + ½d and 2d + 1d, each in a complete sheet of 120, a few peripheral faults and 
all sheets with some units affected by toning (840) $80 

553 O 1878 Watermark NZ and Star Perf 12 x 11½ Sidefaces 5/- Grey, somewhat heavily cancelled. SG 
186, cat £30 $100 

554 P 1882-1900 Bock and Cousins Progressive Die Proof 'pull' of 5d head with uncleared surrounds 
on thick wove paper $80 

555 ** 1929 Anti-Tuberculosis Fund 1d + 1d Scarlet block of 4, and 1934 Health 1d + 1d Carmine blocks 
of 4 in two shades, very fine MUH (12) $70 

556 * 1931 Health 'Smiling Boys' 1d +1d Scarlet and 2d + 1d blue, large part OG and lightly hinged, fine 
(2) $120 

557 ** 1958 2d on 1½d Brown-lake Surcharge error on 'Stars' issue, superb MUH. SG 763b, cat £130 $190 

558 ** 1985 Christmas 18c and 50c 'CRISTMAS' spelling errors superb MUH (2) $90 

559 C Franks: 1950-51 envelopes (6) to the same addressee in Wellington, each bearing franks of 
various government departments, with High Commissioner for N.Z., Minister of Health (2, in green, 
one with tone spots), Minister of Finance, and General Assembly (2). Some minor faults caused by 
opening of envelopes, otherwise good (6 covers) $40 

560 CTO Victoria Land: 1911-13 1d Carmine block of 4 with central 'BRIT ANTARCTIC EXPD' cds divided 
into four singles, two with large part OG (one with horizontal crease), other two small part OG. SG 
A3, cat £480 $200 

 

Nicaragua 

561 **/*/O 1890s to 1960s accumulation of largely mint stock, mostly in envelopes, earlier issues include 
1896 'FRANQUEO/OFICIAL' 1c, 2c, 1p, 1937 1c Obligatory Tax, 1937 Day of the Race 4c Imperf 
sheets of 4 CTO (6), 1938 Postal Administration Anniversary 'Inland' sheetlets of 4 (47), quantities 
of 1947 Triangular values, 1962 Orchids, and a number of other issues, quantities varying from 10 
to more than 50. Some toning to some earlier issues, and a few earlier stamps are stuck together, 
but largely fine (approx 2000 stamps) $180 

562 ** 1938-62 duplicated accumulation of miniature sheets, comprising 1938 75th Anniv of Postal 
Administration inland and foreign sheetlets of 4 (both perf and imperf); 1949 Stadium Construction 
Fund (2); 1949 UPU Official Air set of 6; 1955 Rotary Air (2); 1957 Baden Powell Postage (7) and 
Air (5); 1958 UNESCO Air; 1959 Brussels International Exhibition; 1959 Cardinal Spellman Postage 
perf and imperf (3), and Air perf (3) and imperf (4); 1960 Abraham Lincoln Postage (5) and Air (3); 
1962 Stamp Centenary (25). Some with tone spots or bends, but generally good to fine (75) $80 
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  Nicaragua (contd.) 

563 R 1931 G.P.O. Reconstruction Fund 15c (39), 20c, 25c, 1cor sheets of 10, and 50c block of 8 
fraudulent reprints on thin hard paper, no gum, very fine (428) $60 

564 R 1932 Opening of Rivas Railway 'Postage' series with 1c, 2c (2), 10c, 15c sheets of 4 and extra 
2c, 5c (4), 10c and 15c (2), also 15c (7) and 20c 'Air' (7, six 'cancelled'); and 1932 Opening of Leon-
Sauce Railway 'Postage' series 1c (4), 2c (4), 5c (4), 10c (5), 15c (5) and 'Air' series 25c (2), 50c 
and 1cor sheets of 4, plus few extras. All the fraudulent reprints on thin hard paper (152) $80 

565 (*) 1933 441st Anniversary of Departure of Columbus from Palos, quantities of complete sheets of 
10 no gum as issued, comprising Ordinary ½c (5), 1c (61), 2c (12), 3c (37), 4c (154), 5c (8), 10c 
(11), 15c (11), 20c (15), 25c (15) and Air Mail 5c (2), 8c (216) and 15c (99). Some faults and 
separation of roulettes, but generally very fine. Also an accumulation of smaller multiples. SG 753-
762, cat £840+ $360 

566 MS** 1949 10th World Amateur Baseball Championships 1c to 2cor Air Mail series set of miniature 
sheets, each with a perforated block of 4, nine complete sets of 13 sheets. Few with small tone 
spots or bends but generally very fine. SG MS1145a, cat £1800 $450 

 

Niue 

567 */O 1902-80 mint and used collection on leaves, with 1902-03 ½d-1/- M, 1917-21 KGV ½d-1/- M, 
1920 and 1932 Pictorials mixed M & U, 1950-80 more or less complete M (a few are U). Also 
Penrhyn Island small collection 1902-78, mostly M incl 1902 1d-1/-, 1914-15 KGV ½d-1/- M. 
Generally fine (Niue 210M, 14M/S, 22U), Penrhyn (59M, 5M/S, 7U) $100 

568 **/* 1941-67 Arms Issues optd 'NIUE' £1 Pink Wmk NZ and Star M, and £1 Pink Wmk Multiple NZ and 
Star M marginal, stamp unhinged. SG 82,86, cat £265 $100 

 

Norfolk Island 

569 CTO CTO set ex Collector's Specimen Folder, comprising 1947-59 3d Green, 6d, 1/- and 2/- Blue Ball 
Bay, 1953 10d and 5/-, 1960-62 1d, 2d, 5d, 8d, 9d, and 1960 1/1d on 3d, 2/5d on 6d and 2/8d on 
7½d Surcharges, thus dating from late 1960. Also Nauru 1954 1d to 5/- CTO set (23) $40 

570 S**/* 1960-62 10/- Emerald-green optd 'SPECIMEN' 13½mm at bottom centre MUH, and 15mm at lower 
right M, very fine (2) $40 

 

North Borneo 

571 ** Japanese Occupation: 1944 Three-line Overprint 1c to $1, typically toned gum otherwise very fine 
MUH. SG J20-32, cat £300 (13) $220 

 

Nyasaland 

572 **/* 1938-44 KGVI Definitives 2/- to £1 large part OG and lightly hinged (£1 MUH), some gum 
tropicalisation, especially on 10/-, but good colours. SG 139-143, cat £185 (5) $100 

 

Panama 

573 * 1916-17 Registered Letter Surcharge 5c on 8c Black and Plum mint accumulation of multiples 
including blocks of 20 (2), 14, 10 and smaller, with block of 4 and pair including uncatalogued error 's' 
of 'cts' sideways. A number of pieces are damp affected causing the ink of the surcharge to run, and 
gum generally toned. Nevertheless, a useful quantity for research. SG R175, cat £644 (161) $180 

 

Papua 

574 **/* 1916-31 Bicoloured Lakatois ½d to 10/- mostly large part OG and lightly hinged (few lower values 
MUH), couple of values with gum toning, also 1932 9d and 1/3d lightly hinged. SG 93-105 and 127-
128, cat £265 (15) $180 

575 */O -: ½d - 5/- on hagner, also 1917 1d Surcharges, 1935 Silver Jubilee set, all large part OG and lightly 
mounted, and 1930 6d Air U (24) $50 

576 * 1932 Pictorials ½d to £1, generally well-centred, large part OG and lightly hinged. SG 130-145, cat 
£550 (16) $280 

577 * -: ½d to £1 large part OG and lightly hinged, very fine. SG 130-145, cat £550 (16) $280 
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Papua and New Guinea 

578 CTO/S CTO set ex Collector's Specimen Folder, comprising 1952-58 1d, 3d, 1/-, 1/6d, 2/-, 2/6d, plus 10/- 
and £1 optd 'SPECIMEN', 1958-60 4d, 5d, 8d, 2/5d and 5/-, thus dating from late 1960. Very fine, 
the two 'SPECIMEN' opts are hinged $60 

579 S/** 1952-58 Definitives 10/- Blue-black and £1 Deep Brown optd 'SPECIMEN' fine MUH. SG 14/15s, 
cat £90 (2) $70 

580 S* -: 10/- Blue-black and £1 Deep Brown optd 'SPECIMEN', lightly hinged and fine (2) $50 

581 S** 1964-65 Birds of Paradise 10/- optd 'SPECIMEN' fine MUH $70 

582 R 1949 Provisional Overprints on Australia 'TERRITORY OF PAPUA/AND NEW GUINEA/STAMP 
DUTY' on £1 Robes (slight damage at lower right) tied to part Memorandum of Association 
by triple ring 'REGISTRAR OF COMPANIES/coat-of-arms/TERRITORY OF PAPUA-NEW 
GUINEA' in violet. Elsmore online catalogue AU$1500 on document $1000 

 

Pitcairn Island 

583 **/*/O 1940-80 collection mounted on leaves, largely complete (a few are used), and including 1940 set 
M & U, 1949 Silver Wedding superb MUH, and 1957 set M, plus a few extras on hagner, generally 
very fine (291M, 7 M/S, 22U) $100 

 

St. Vincent 

584 */O Small range of Perkins Bacon types on hagner, mostly used, with SG 1 (3), 2, 4 (4), 5, 6, 19a 
(cancelled fine strike of CO abbreviated cds in red), 18 (*), 29, 39 (2, one cancelled Stubbs cds in 
red), 41, 46 (3, one mint), 50 (3), 53 (M), also 1d Red optd '1d/REVENUE' (4). Few small faults but 
some useful stamps are included, SG cat £800+ $120 

585 O Great Britain Used in St. Vincent: 1857 1d Rose-red Wmk Large Crown Perf 14 cancelled good 
strike of 'A10' obliterator, thinned top left corner. SG Z1, cat £700 $120 

586 C 1977 (7 Feb) set of 38 first day covers each with $2 QEII Silver Jubilee cancelled at each village 
post office (Arnos Vale to Troumaca), and each with the appropriate registration label in black. Each 
envelope has a printed enclosure providing postal history information on each post office. Some 
odd toning, mostly on edges (38 covers) $25 

 

Samoa 

587 **/* Collection on hagners from 1935 Silver Jubilee up to 1981, missing all the opts on New Zealand 
Arms types, and the 1964 3d Kava Bowl wmk, otherwise apparently complete, MUH from 1953 on 
(411 + 21 minisheets) $120 

588 */CTO 1914 G.R.I. Surcharges ½d on 5pf Green, 21d on 20pf blue, 5d on 40pf Black and Carmine, 6d on 
50pf Black and Purple on buff all large part OG and lightly hinged, plus 2½d on 20pf Blue CTO with 
full OG. SG 102,104,107,108, cat £334 (5) $150 

 

Seychelles 

589 * 1893 Surcharges 3c on 4c Carmine and Green error 'Surcharge Double', large part OG and lightly 
mounted, with guarantee handstamp on reverse. With photocopy of 1987 RPSL Certificate for pair, 
of which this is the right hand unit. SG 15b, cat £475 $400 

590 * 1901 Surcharges 3c on 16c Chestnut and ultramarine error 'Surcharge Double', large part OG with 
faintest trace of hinge, very fine, with 1970 BPA Certificate. SG 38b, cat £500 $400 

591 C 1903 (2), 1904 and 1905 inwards covers from Bombay with 1 anna frankings on reverse, Sea Post 
Office and Aden transit ds on reverse, and with Seychelles arrival ds on face. One roughly opened 
and a few other small faults, but scarce early inwards mail (4) $40 

592 PS 1903 (11 Sep) 6c Blue postcard cancelled Seychelles cds and addressed to Diego Suarez, 
Madagascar, with transit ds of St. Denis Reunion, and arrival ds in blue. Fine, and an unusual 
destination $30 

 

Sierra Leone 

593 **/* 1963 Postal Commemorations 3d to £1 collection of typesetting errors comprising all those 
catalogued except SG Nos 273ba, 275b, 281a, 282a and 284a, mostly in multiples with normal, all 
very fine MUH or lightly hinged. SG cat £340+ (58) $160 
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  Sierra Leone (contd.) 

594 * 1965 Margai - Churchill Commemoration 50c on 4d with error 'Overprint Inverted and '50c' 
Omitted, very fine and lightly hinged. SG 370ab, cat £225 $200 

 

Somaliland Protectorate 

595 * 1935 Silver Jubilee of King George V set large part OG and lightly hinged, the 2a, 3a and 1r with 
variety 'Kite and Vertical Log' (Plate 2A, R10/6). SG 86,87k,88k,89k, cat £545 (4) $280 

 

Southern Rhodesia 

596 O 1931-37 'Admiral' Definitives 1/- Black and Greenish-blue Line Perf 14 used block of 8 (4 x 2) 
cancelled by indistinct cds, minor creases on lower row and few minor tone marks, rare in a 
multiple of this size. SG 23b, cat £1280+ $1000 

 

Sweden 

597 B 1970s - 1980s range of stamp booklets (some duplication), a couple are toned otherwise very fine 
(51 booklets) $80 

 

Tonga 

598 F Officials: 1893 Sperati photographic reproductions of the G.F.B. overprints for the 4d, 8d and 1/- 
values (3) $50 

 

Turks and Caicos Islands 

599 * 1935 Silver Jubilee of King George V set lightly hinged and fine (6d with one shortish perf), all 
showing variety 'Kite and Vertical Log (Plate 2A, R10/6). SG 187-190k, cat £365 (4) $250 

 

United States of America 

600 */O Canal Zone: small group of early issues on hagner, mostly nondescript, but including 1909-21 2c 
apparently with Type III opt M heavily hinged (SG 45, cat £2000), 5c with Type IV opt M heavily 
hinged (SG 49, cat £180), 1911 10c on 13c Grey with '10c' omitted U (SG 53b unpriced U, cat £160 
M if genuine), and 1921 50c U (SG 70, cat £80), mostly good to fine (15) $300 

 

 

 

   

 

  

 


